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Table 1. Dutch archaeological periods 


Period Time in Years 


  
Post-medieval / Modern Times 1500 A.D. - Present  
Late medieval period 1050 A.D. - 1500 A.D. 
Early medieval period 450 A.D. - 1050 A.D. 
Roman Times 12 B.C. - 450 A.D. 
Iron Age 800 B.C. - 12 B.C. 
Bronze Age 2000 B.C. - 800 B.C. 
Neolithic (New Stone Age) 5300 B.C. - 2000 B.C. 
Mesolithic (Stone Age) 8800 B.C. - 4900 B.C. 
Palaeolithic (Early Stone Age) 300.000 B.C. - 8800 B.C. 
      


 


 


Table 2. Administrative details 


Location: North Sea 


Toponym Dutch: IJmuiden Ver 


Chart: 1801-01 


Coordinates 


Geodetic datum: ETRS89 


Projection: UTM31N 


Centre: X 537751 Y 5861057 


NR X Y NR X Y 


IA_01 511788 5829734 IA_17 551134 5882730 


IA_02 511953 5831834 IA_18 556360 5882800 


IA_03 527067 5860372 IA_19 556339 5881769 


IA_04 532028 5875381 IA_20 556439 5880490 


IA_05 536543 5885618 IA_21 556736 5879242 


IA_06 537503 5885464 IA_22 557221 5878055 


IA_07 539062 5885395 IA_23 557886 5876958 


IA_08 540606 5885621 IA_24 558711 5875977 


IA_09 542080 5886131 IA_25 559680 5875135 


IA_10 543433 5886910 IA_26 560766 5874454 


IA_11 544613 5887930 IA_27 561944 5873947 


IA_12 545581 5889154 IA_28 563715 5873374 


IA_13 546302 5890538 IA_29 557767 5868202 


IA_14 546750 5892032 IA_30 528451 5829078 


IA_15 546936 5893063 IA_31 514142 5829052 


IA_16 551036 5892150    


Depth (LAT): 17.0 to 46.0 meter, average 28.9 meter 


Surface investigation area 1349 km2 


Environment: Tidal currents, salt water 


Area use: Shipping , fishing 


Area administrator: Rijkswaterstaat Zee en Delta 


ARCHIS number: 4637001100 


Periplus-project reference: 19A029-01 


Period of execution November 2019 - February 2020 
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Samenvatting (in Dutch) 


In opdracht van RVO heeft Periplus Archeomare een archeologisch bureauonderzoek uitgevoerd voor het 


windpark IJmuiden Ver (afgekort: IJVWFZ). Het gebied met een oppervlakte van 1349 km2 ligt in de 


Noordzee, 67 km ten westen van Petten. 


 


Tijdens de installatie van windturbines, funderingen en kabels kunnen archeologische waarden (indien 


aanwezig) worden aangetast. Conform de Erfgoedwet (2016) is het daarom verplicht om archeologisch 


onderzoek uit te voeren. De eerste stap in het archeologische proces is het bureauonderzoek, dat tot doel 


heeft de archeologische verwachting voor het gebied te specificeren. De resultaten van het 


bureaonderzoek worden hieronder samengevat. 


 


De IJVWFZ heeft een hoge archeologische verwachting voor de aanwezigheid van (resten van) 


scheepswrakken een gevechtsvliegtuigen uit de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Intacte prehistorische 


landschappen en hieraan gerelateerde in situ resten van paleolithische en vroeg-mesolithische 


kampplaatsen en begravingen zijn naar verwachting plaatselijk goed bewaard gebleven. 


Shipwrecks 


In totaal 37 contacten zijn bekend uit de geraadpleegde databases. 


Bekende contacten Archaeologische waarde 


Ja Nee Onbekend 


Wrak 19 - 1 18 


Anker 3 - - 3 


Obstructie 9 - 1 8 


Wellhead 6 - 6 - 


Totaal 37 - 1 18 


 


Nader onderzoek is nodig om de cultuur-historische waarde van de bekende wrakken en objecten met een 


archeologische verwachting vast te stellen, en te onderzoeken of in het gebied nog onontdekte resten van 


wrakken voorkomen. 


 


Vliegtuigwrakken 


Tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog zijn vele vliegtuigen neergestort in de Noordzee. De bronnen zijn niet 


eensluidend als het gaat om het aantal wrakken dat nog vermist is, maar het moeten er minstens 


honderden zijn. Regelmatig worden in de Noordzee resten aangetroffen door vissers. Het is daarom goed 


mogelijk dat zich in het onderzoeksgebied nog resten bevinden. 


 


Prehistorie 


In situ resten van prehistorische kampplaatsen kunnen verwacht worden in de volgende eenheden: 


Boxtel Formation (Middle Paleolithicum, Late Paleolithicum en Mesolithicum) 


Laat-paleolithische en mesolithische kampplaatsen en inhumaties kunnen voorkomen in dekzandduinen 


en –ruggen (top van het Laagpakket van Wierden Member en hierin besloten Laag van Usselo), en langs de 


randen van beekdalen (Laagpakket van Singraven). Vooral op plaatsen waar de Formatie van Boxtel is 


afgedekt door de Basisveen Laag en/of Laag van Velsen worden gave en goed geconserveerde resten 


verwacht. De Basisveen Laag en/of Laag van Velsen kunnen goed geconserveerde resten in de vorm van 


verloren jachtattributen, depots en dumps bevatten. 
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De Formatie van Boxtel kan ook op een dieper niveau voorkomen, onder de Eem Formatie. De formatie 


bestaat hier uit grind, zand, leem of veen en kan in situ resten uit het Midden Paleolithicum bevatten. 


 


Brown Bank Laagpakket 


Neanderthaler kampplaatsen kunnen verwacht worden langs de kusten van voormalige zoetwatermeren 


en -lagunes die zijn ontstaan op de overgang van het Eemien naar het Weichselien. De sedimenten (klei en 


zand) behoren tot het Brown Bank Laagpakket. Ook het veen van de bovenliggende Woudenberg Formatie 


kan goed geconserveerde resten bevatten. 


 


Stuwwallen 


De stuwwallen kunnen vuurstenen artefacten uit het Paleolithicum bevatten. Het gaat hierbij niet om in 


situ resten, maar om artefacten in de door ijs opgestuwde en vervormde oude rivierzanden.  Aan de top 


van de stuwwallen kunnen in situ resten van kampplaasten en begravingen van Neanderthalers en laat-


paleolithische en mesolithische jagers en verzamelaars voorkomen. De stuwwallen zijn ouder dan de 


hiervoor beschreven afzettingen uit het Eemien, Weichselien en Vroeg Holoceen. Het archeologische 


niveau is afgedekt door een minder dan 2 tot 7 meter dikke laag Holocene afzettingen in het 


noordoostelijke deel van het onderzoeksgebied. 


 


Op dit moment is nog weinig bekend over de intactheid van het Pleistocene landschap. Door middel van 


subbottom profiler kan de ligging van geologische lagen (zowel verticaal als lateraal) en de ingebedde 


archeologische lagen in kaart worden gebracht en laaggrenzen (erosief versus concordant) worden 


geïnterpreteerd. 


 


Het is onwaarschijnlijk dat de archeologische resten van paleolithische en mesolithische kampplaatsen 


met voldoende zekerheid kunnen worden geïdentificeerd (gebaseerd op geofysische en geotechnische 


onderzoeken) om restricties op te leggen aan de ontwikkeling van het windmolenpark. Dit geldt voor alle 


bovengenoemde archeologische lagen (stuwwallen, Brown Bank Laagpakket en Boxtel Formatie). Daarom 


zou de focus niet moeten liggen op het opsporen van deze resten, maar op een pragmatisch gebruik van 


geofysische technieken om beter inzicht te krijgen in (de intactheid) van het Pleistocene landschap. Dit kan 


leiden tot een a) verfijning van het archeologische verwachtingsmodel en b) het aanwijzen van gebieden 


met een hoge verwachting voor in situ prehistorische resten. 


 


Conform de AMZ cyclus1 wordt geadviseerd om een inventariserend veldonderzoek (opwaterfase 


verkennend) uit te voeren om de archeologische verwachting te toetsen en de aard, omvang, 


(diepte)ligging, datering, gaafheid en conservering van scheepswrakken, het prehistorische landschap en 


potentiele archeologische niveau’s nader te specificeren. 


 


Voor het gebied zal standaard al een geofysiche survey worden uitgevoerd met side scan sonar, 


magnetometer and subbottom profiler. The resultaten van dit onderzoek kunnen (na interpretatie en 


rapportage van de uitvoerder van het geofysisch onderzoek) gebruikt worden voor een archeologisch 


analyse. 


 


Op basis van de seismische data zal de uitvoerder van de geofysische survey advies opstellen over de 


locaties van nog uit te voeren geotechnische boringen om data te verzamelen voor constructiedoeleinden. 


 


                                                             


1 AMZ: Archaeological Monument Care, see page 55 
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De archeologische partij zal adviseren of een analyse van boormonsters wordt aanbevolen om de 


aanwezigheid en integriteit van landschappen uit het Pleistoceen en het Vroeg Holoceen te beoordelen en 


om de waarschijnlijkheid te beoordelen of gerelateerde in situ prehistorische overblijfselen kunnen 


worden aangetast door de geplande activiteiten. Als de bevoegde autoriteiten besluiten dat aanvullend 


onderzoek door middel van boormonsteranalyse moet worden uitgevoerd, wordt geadviseerd de 


archeologische partij en de RCE te raadplegen om de boorlocaties en de monsterstrategie te bepalen.  


De archeologische boormonsteranalyse moet wel passen in het programma van boorlocaties voor 


geotechnische doeleinden. 


 


Eerdere geotechnische campagnes die zijn uitgevoerd ten behoeve van de ontwikkeling van offshore 


windparken hebben aangetoond dat alle sedimentmonsters die voor geotechnische doeleinden zijn 


verzameld, inderdaad voor dit doel zullen worden gebruikt. De geschiktheid van de resterende monsters 


voor archeologische doeleinden is beperkt, omdat de monsters zijn verstoord en er geen volledige 


ononderbroken opeenvolging van ongestoorde monsters beschikbaar meer is. Het is daarom raadzaam om 


een aantal locaties te selecteren waar uitsluitend voor archeologisch onderzoek hoogwaardige 


boormonsters worden genomen. De archeologische boorlocaties en de monstername voor archeologische 


doeleinden dient te worden opgenomen in het de scope of work van de geotechnische survey. 


 


De archeologische analyse van de data dient uitgevoerd te worden door een geofysich specialist (KNA 


Prospector Waterbodems). The datakwaliteit van de geofysiche onderzoeken moet voldoen aan de eisen 


voor een archeologisch onderzoek. Om dit te waarborgen wordt geadviseerd om de doelen en eisen aan 


de archeologische analyse vast te leggen in een programma van eisen dat beoordeeld dient te worden 


door het bevoegd gezag. 


 


Tijdens de installatie van de windturbines en de verbindingskabels kunnen archeologische resten aan het 


licht komen die volledig begraven lagen of niet als zodanig zijn herkend tijdens de archeologische 


onderzoeken. Conform de Erfgoedwet (2016) dienen deze vondsten te worden gemeld bij de autoriteiten. 


Deze meldingsplicht dient opgenomen te worden in het bestek van de uitvoerder. 


 


Het bevoegd gezag is de Minister van Economische Zaken en Klimaat op grond van de Wet windenergie op 


zee. Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) is door de Minister van Economische Zaken en Klimaat gemandateerd om het 


toezicht op grond van die wet uit te voeren. De Rijksdienst voor Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE) zal door RWS 


geconsulteerd worden ten aanzien van archeologische aspecten. 
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Summary 


Periplus Archeomare was assigned by RVO to conduct an archaeological desk study of the IJmuiden Ver 


Wind Farm Zone. The research area of 1349 km2 is located in the North Sea, 67 km off the coast of Petten. 


 


The installation of wind turbine foundations, cables and coherent activities may affect archaeological 


remains in the area, if present. According to the Law on Archaeological Heritage (Dutch: Erfgoedwet 2016) 


there is a statutory obligation to conduct archaeological research if such is the case. This archaeological 


desk study is the first step in the archaeological process aiming to establish whether archaeological 


remains are, or are likely to be, present, and whether these remains could be effected by the development 


of the planned wind farm. The results are summarized below. 


 


The IJVWFZ has a high expectation for the presence of (remains of) ship wrecks and WWII plane wrecks. 


Intact prehistoric landscapes and related in situ remains of Paleolithic and Early Mesolithic camp sites and 


inhumations are expected to have been preserved in places. 


The wind farm zone has not been investigated by detailed geophysical surveys. The area may contain more 


undiscovered shipwrecks or remains of shipwrecks than currently known. 


 


Shipwrecks and other objects 


A total of 37 contacts are known from database sources. 


Known contacts Archaeological value 


Yes No Unknown 


Wreck 19 - 1 18 


Anchor 3 - - 3 


Obstruction 9 - 1 8 


Wellhead 6 - 6 - 


Total 37 - 1 18 


 


Further research is needed to determine the cultural-historical value of the wrecks and objects of potential 


archaeological interest and assess whether undiscovered shipwrecks are present. 


 


Plane wrecks 


During World War II, many airplanes crashed into the North Sea. Several sources are ambiguous about the 


number of aircraft still missing, but is at least hundreds. Remains are found on a regular base by fishermen 


or during sand extraction. It is quite possible to expect (remains of) plane wrecks within the research area. 


 


Prehistory 


Remains of in situ prehistoric camp sites are expected within the context of the following units: 


Boxtel Formation (Middle Paleolithic, Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic) 


Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic camp sites and inhumations can occur in the cover sand dunes and ridges 


(top of Wierden Member and embedded Usselo Bed), and along the valleys of small streams (Singraven 


Member). The covering Basal Peat Bed and Velsen Bed can contain well-preserved lost objects, intentional 


depots and dumps. The Boxtel Formation can also occur at a deeper level, at the base of the Eem 


Formation. Here the formation consists of gravel, sand, loam or peat and can contain in situ Middle 


Paleolithic remains. 
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Brown Bank Member 


Remains of Neanderthal camp sites can be expected along the shores of fresh water lakes and beaches of 


lagoons which developed at the transition from Eemian to Weichselian. The sediments (clay and sand) are 


part of the Brown Bank Member. Within the peat of the covering Woudenberg Formation well-preserved 


lost objects, intentional depots and dumps can be encountered. 


 


Ice-pushed ridge 


The ice-pushed deposits of the Formation 4.1.1. and Egmond Ground Formation can contain reworked flint 


artefacts from Lower and Middle Paleolithic times. At the top of the ice-pushed ridge in situ remains of 


camp sites and inhumations of Neanderthals and Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic hunters and gatherers. 


The ice-pushed ridge pre-dates the above-mentioned Eemian, Weichselian and Early Holocene deposits. 


The archaeological levels of interest are expected under a 2 to 7 meter cover of Holocene deposits in the 


northeastern part of the area. 


 


At this stage little is known about the integrity of the Pleistocene landscape. By means of subbottom 


profiling the occurrence geological units (both horizontal as vertical) and archaeological levels herein can 


be mapped. The character of layer boundaries (erosive or non-erosive) can be interpreted. It is unlikely 


however that archaeological remains of Paleolithic and Mesolithic camp sites can be identified with 


sufficient certainty (based on the geophysical and geotechnical surveys) to impose restrictions on wind 


farm development. At this stage focus should therefore not be put on tracing prehistoric camp sites but on 


a pragmatic employment of geophysical techniques in order to obtain a better insight in (the integrity of) 


the Pleistocene landscape. The insights gained shall be used to a) refine the archaeological expectancy 


model and b) allocate areas with a high expectancy for in situ prehistoric remains. 


 


In accordance with the AMZ cycle it is advised to conduct a field investigation (in Dutch ‘Inventariserend 


veldonderzoek opwaterfase’) in order to test the archaeological predictive model and further specify the 


type, vertical and lateral extent, age, integrity and preservation of ship wrecks, prehistoric landscapes and 


potential archaeological levels. 


 


In general, similar investigations carried out in the past consist of a geophysical survey with side scan 


sonar, magnetometer and subbottom profiler. The resulting data should be assessed after the general 


processing, interpretation and reporting has been performed by the survey contractor. 


 


Based on the processed seismic data the survey contractor will advise on the borehole sample locations to 


acquire the information on soil parameters needed for construction purposes. 


 


The archaeological contractor will advise whether borehole sample analysis is recommended to assess the 


presence and integrity of Pleistocene and Early Holocene landscapes and assess the probability that 


related  in situ prehistoric remains will be affected by the planned activities. If the competent authorities 


decide that an additional research by borehole sample analysis shall be carried out it is advised to consult 


with the archaeological contractor and the RCE to determine the sample locations and sample strategy. 


Previous geotechnical campaigns carried out in the coarse of offshore wind farm development have shown 


that all borehole samples collected for engineering purposes will indeed be used for geotechnical 


purposes. The fitness of the remaining samples for archaeological purposes is limited, because samples are 


disturbed and no full continuous sequence of undisturbed samples is available. It is therefor advised to 


select a number of locations where exclusively for archaeological research high quality borehole samples 
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are taken. The archaeological borehole sampling should fit in the program of borehole data acquisition for 


engineering purposes. 


 


The archaeological assessment of the data shall to be conducted by a geophysical specialist (KNA 


prospector Waterbodems). The data quality from the surveys needs to match the demands for this 


archaeological assessment. To ensure compatibility between the site investigation and the required quality 


for this assessment it is recommended to define a Program of Requirements (In Dutch: ‘Programma van 


Eisen’) in accordance with the ‘KNA’ (the Dutch quality standards for archaeological research), to be 


authorized by the competent authority. 


 


During the installation of the wind turbines and construction of the cables archaeological remains may be 


encountered that were fully covered by sediment or not identified as archaeological remains during the 


geophysical survey. In accordance with the Malta convention incorporated in the Erfgoedwet (2016) it is 


required to report those findings to the competent authority. This notification for archaeological finds 


should be included in the specifications or scope of work. 
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1 Introduction 


Periplus Archeomare was assigned by RVO to conduct an archaeological desk study of the IJmuiden Ver 


Wind Farm Zone. The research area of 1349 km2 is located in the North Sea, 67 km off the coast of Petten. 


 


 


Figure 1. Location map of the research area 


The desk study and reporting were carried out in accordance with the Dutch Quality Standard for 


archaeological research.2 


 


 


                                                             


2 Kwaliteitsnorm Nederlandse Archeologie (KNA waterbodems 4.1). 
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1.1 Background 


In 2013 more than 40 organizations and the Government entered into the Energy Agreement for 


Sustainable Growth (Energieakkoord voor Duurzame Groei). An important part of this agreement includes 


scaling up of offshore wind power development. In September 2014 the Ministry of Economic Affairs 


presented a road map outlining how the Government plans to achieve its offshore wind goals in 


accordance with the time line agreed upon in the Energy Agreement. 


 


The Road Map 2030 outlines, in line with the Energy Agenda, the further development of offshore wind 


energy for the period up to 2030. In line with the Road Map 2030 a target production of at least 49 TWh in 


2030 has been defined in the Climate Agreement (2019). The Road Map 2030 provides for a capacity of 6.1 


GW up to and including 2030, in addition to the capacity of the existing wind farms (1 GW) and the wind 


farms that conform to the first road map by 2023 (3.5 GW). For this purpose new sites should be 


established in the coming years. The sites are set within the limits of the already designated as wind 


energy areas in the National Water Plan.3 It concerns successively 1.4 GW in the area Hollandse Kust 


(west), 0.7 GW in the area North of the West Frisian Islands, and approximately 4 GW in the area IJmuiden 


Ver. 


 


Within the designated wind farm zones the government decides the specific sites where wind farms can be 


constructed using a so-called Wind Farm Site Decision (‘Kavelbesluit’). This contains conditions for building 


and operating a wind farm on a specific site. The Dutch transmission system operator TenneT will be 


responsible for grid connection. 


 


In the Law on Archaeological Heritage (Erfgoedwet 2016), emerged from the Malta Convention (1992), 


incorporated in the Monuments Act through the Archaeological Heritage Act, the protection of the 


archaeological heritage is regulated. Planned activities, such as the installation of wind turbines and cables 


in the North Sea, may affect the archaeological values if present. If effects on possible remains are 


expected, there is a statutory obligation to conduct archaeological research. This process is also outlined in 


the Water Decree (Dutch: Waterbesluit) and in the law offshore wind energy (wet windenergie op zee). 


 


This archaeological desk study for the proposed Wind farm Zone IJmuiden Ver is the first step in the 


archaeological process as part of the so-called AMZ cycle.  


 


1.2 Objective 


The purpose of an archaeological desk study in general is to specify the archaeological expectancy for a 


certain area. More in detail, the purpose of this desk study is to establish whether archaeological remains 


are, or are likely to be, present within the wind farm zone, and whether these (possible) remains could be 


effected by the development of offshore wind farms within the area. Where possible, the desk study aims 


to give insight into the archaeological value of these (possible) remains in terms of their physical or 


scientific value, such as the overall quality of preservation and the rarity of the remains. Furthermore, this 


report aims to make recommendations regarding subsequent steps in dealing with known and expected 


archaeological remains within the wind farm zone. 


 


The archaeological management procedure (‘AMZ-cycle’) is a defined sequence of steps and decisions 


within archaeological heritage management in the Netherlands. The procedure is embedded in the Dutch 


                                                             


3 National Water Plan 2016 – 2021. 
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Quality Standard for Archaeology (KNA Waterbodems 4.1) as the mandatory workflow for archaeologists. 


A detailed description of the different phases of archaeological research is included in appendix 1. 


 


1.3 Research questions 


For an archaeological desk study, the following research questions are applicable: 


 


 Are there any known archaeological values present within the research area? If so, what is the nature, 


extent (depth) location and dating of these sites? 


 Are there, in addition to any known values, archaeological remains to be expected? If so, what is the 


nature, extent (depth) location and date of the expected archaeological remains? 


 Can the proposed activities in the wind farm zones affect known or expected archaeological values? If 


so, can an impact on archaeological assets be prevented or restricted by planning adaptation? 


 If the archaeological values cannot be saved: 


What kind of further research is needed to determine the presence of archaeological values and their 


size, location, type and date to be determined enough to come to a selection decision? 


 


In addition, the following points of attention and questions have been defined by RVO:  


 


 Define an overview of the archaeological aspects on which basis the wind farm zone will be assessed.  


 Assess whether there are (indications for) areas with specific archaeological interest (wrecks and 


prehistoric life) at the IJmuiden Ver wind farm zone.  


 If present, define expected location, size and dating of the areas with specific archaeological interest.  


 Determine the possible effect of the installation of offshore wind farms on the areas with specific 


archaeological interest.  


 Assess possibilities to mitigate the disturbance of areas with specific archaeological interest as a 


result of installing offshore wind farms.  


 Identify whether any further investigations should be carried out from archaeological point of view 


and make a recommendation on the scope and specifications of these investigations.  


 Define requirements for any activity carried out in the wind farm zone (investigations or monitoring 


activities, installation activities, operational activities) that could have an effect on archaeological 


aspects in the wind farm zone. 


 What is the expectation of the physical quality of possible archaeological sites and objects? 


 Which lithostratigraphic units can be determined and what is their spatial distribution (both 


horizontal and vertical)?  


 Allocate archaeological levels within the lithostratigraphic sequence  


 Is it possible to define zones where the (buried) prehistoric landscape is eroded or intact? Are the 


expected lithostratigraphic boundaries erosive or non-erosive?  


 If so, will these zones be affected by the work envisaged? 


 Investigate whether human activities which could have led to a disturbance of the seabed and 


archaeological remains therein. 


 If present, define the expected intrinsic quality in terms of rarity, research potential, group value and 


representativeness of the areas with specific archaeological interest. 


 Define the expected physical quality in terms of integrity and preservation of the areas with specific 


archaeological interest. 
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If, on the basis of this desk study, a connection can be made with other questions from the NoaA 2.0, then 


these must be answered. Given the nature of the research and the often limited possibilities for the 


identification of archaeological object, it is not possible to select all the questions in advance. As far as the 


possible find categories are concerned, there are also various ongoing research programs at universities, 


with which a relationship can be established. 


 


1.4 Research and management framework 


Our knowledge of the developement of Pleistocene and Early Holocene landscapes and the plants, animals 


and humans who lived in the North Sea area is limited. This gap in geoarchaeologal knowledge was 


recognized by the Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency (Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed). To provide tools 


to fill this gap the ‘North Sea Prehistory Research and management Framework (NSPRMF)’ was published, 


in which the foundation was laid for future research and management of the prehistoric heritage. The 


themes and topics of the NSPRMF are listed in table 3. 


  
Table 3. NSPRMF - research themes and topics (Peeters 2009) 


In 2019 the NSPRMF agenda was retuned based on the developments in the previous decade. This report 


contains the basis for policy in the years to come. The archaeological studies currently conducted in the 


context of wind farm development, pipeline and cable installation, sand extraction and exploration for oil 


and gas in the North Sea area, are conducted in accordance to the AMZ-cycle. These studies shall 


contribute to the goals set in the NSPRMF. 


 


As described above little is known about the early Holocene inhabitants of the North Sea region, their 


settlements and the way in which they maintained themselves in the rapidly changing landscape. The 


information value of the expected settlements is therefore large. This is also stated in the National 


Research Agenda for Early Prehistory: Locations and any surrounding phenomena that are located in 


paleo-landscape contexts that have not or have hardly been investigated have by definition a large 


information value. For future investigations, reference shall therefor be made to the framework and the 


research questions in the NOaA in addition to the NSPRMF. 
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2 Methodology 


The desk study was conducted in accordance with the Dutch Quality Standard for Archaeology (KNA 


Waterbodems 4.1, Protocol 4102). This concerns in particular the specifications LS01wb, LS02wb, LS03wb, 


LS04wb and LS05wb. The study is reported in accordance with specification LS06wb. 


 


In order to comply with the main objectives and answer the research questions, the archaeological desk 


study is carried out according to the scope of Work as described in the following steps: 


 


 Description of the Area of Interest and determination of the consequences for future use (LS01wb); 


 Description of the current usage of the area of Interest (LS02wb); 


 Description of the historical situation and possible disturbances (LS03wb); 


 Description of the known archaeological features and objects (LS04wb); 


 Description of the geological setting within which the archaeological objects are to be found (LS04wb); 


 Definition of a specified archaeological expectation (LS05wb). 


 


Based on these components a specified archaeological expectation is defined. It is expressed whether, and 


if so, which archaeological values can be expected. The properties of these values will be indicated in as 


much detail as possible. The results of the study are summarized in chapter 3. Based on the results the 


research questions are answered in chapter 4. The study concludes with a summary and recommendation 


in chapter 5. 


 


The research and reporting were conducted by R. van Lil and S. van den Brenk, (both senior prospector) 


and Rens Cassée (archaeologist). The results were approved and authorized by B. van Mierlo (Senior KNA 


prospector). 


 


2.1 Sources 


The following sources were consulted for the study: 
 


 Archis III, archaeological database of the Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency 


 Databases of Periplus Archeomare  


 Dutch Federation for Aviation Archaeology (NFLA) 


 Geological Desk Study IJmuiden Ver Wind Farm Zone by Arcadis 


 Geological maps 


 Geological publications 


 Scope of Work Archaeology Studies I II III IV VOF 


 Starting points and assumptions part I General V04F 


 National Contact Number (NCN) database Rijkswaterstaat 


 Rijkswaterstaat Zee en Delta 


 Stichting Aircraft Recovery Group 40-45 


 The Hydrographic Service of the Royal Netherlands Navy 


 TNO-NITG; geological borehole data and maps 


 Various sources from the Internet 


 
For a complete overview of the sources and literature see references on page 64. Words in italics and 


abbreviations are explained in the glossary on page 63. 
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3 Results 


3.1 Definition of the research area and consequences of future use (LS01wb)  


The IJmuiden Ver Wind Farm Zone (IJV WFZ) is located 67 kilometres off the west coast of the 


Netherlands.  


 


Figure 2. Overview of the research area in relation to the other wind farm zones and areas of use 


The Wind Farm Zone has the following general characteristics, as shown in the table below. 


 


Water depth (LAT) 17.0 to 46.0 meter 


Mean water depth (LAT) 28.9 m 


Distance* from shore  62 km from Callantsoog 


Distance* from harbours 64 km / 34 nm from Den Helder 


Total surface area (including maintenance 
and safety zones within the WFZ) 


1349 km2 


Table 4. General characteristics of the wind farm zone 


* = closest distance to eastern border of IJV WFZ 
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The installation of the wind farm is expected to have a direct impact on the seafloor. Foundations need to 


be installed and trenches are created for the infield cables, which might have an effect on the possible 


presence of cultural heritage. 


In the longer term, wind turbines can cause a change in seafloor morphology due to change of tidal 


currents. This may cause, in turn buried ship wrecks to emerge at the surface, exposing them to erosion. 


 


Previous research 


Parts of the research area have been investigated in the past for archaeological purposes: 


 Windfarm and export cables Tromp-Binnen 2008. Archaeological desk study;4 


 Net op Zee export cables IJmuiden Ver, Archaeological desk study.5 


 Scientific research by Vliz, TNO and university of Bradford.6 


 


 


Figure 3 Previous conducted archaeological investigations in the area 


The results of these investigations have been incorporated in paragraph 3.5, description of known 


archaeological values.  


                                                             


4 Van den Brenk et al, 2008. 


5 Van den Brenk et al, 2019. 


6 Missiaen, in preparation. 
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3.2 Description of the current situation (LS02wb) 


The water depth within the research area varies from 17.0 to 46.0 meter (LAT), with an average of 28.9 


meter (LAT). The figure below shows a colour depth map based on data from the Hydrographic Service 


(25m grid, 2009). 


 


Figure 4. General bathymetry of the seabed (data Hydrographic Survey 2009) 
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The seabed is characterized by three types of morphological structures. The largest structures are north-


south orientated ridges. The ridges vary in width from 1m to 4km and are generally up to 10m in height. In 


the southwest a trough in between the ridges is over 40m deep. The height difference between top of the 


ridge crest and trough amounts to 26m. 


 


Superposed on the ridges sand waves have developed. The occurrence of sand waves is confined to the 


southwestern and central part of the area. The sand waves are up to 4m in height; the average distance 


between the crests is 300m. The crest heights tend to diminish towards the north. The sand wave crest 


orientation changes from west-east to northwest-southeast at the intersections with the large north-south 


orientated ridges. 


 


Mega-current ripples which developed on top of the sand waves cannot be distinguished due to the grid-


scale available (25m), but are nonetheless expected to be present. The ripple height is often less than a 


few dm; the distance between the current ripple crests is up to 10m. 


 


The large ridges, sand dunes and current ripples have formed in the top layer of mobile sand. The ripples 


migrate along with tidal currents; the sand dunes typically migrate with a speed of 1 to 10 m/year. The 


migration rate of sand dunes in the Princes Amalia Wind Farm Zone were recently assessed to be in the 


order of 4 m/year.7 


 


The definition of the IJVWFZ outline is partly based on the current use of this part of the North Sea. The 


area is bordered on both east and west side by shipping lanes. The rectangular ‘cut-out’ in the northern 


part of the area is the eastern border of a military zone. 


 


                                                             


7 Laban 2004. 
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3.3 Description of geological data (LS04wb) 


The archaeological prospect for (pre)historic settlements is strongly related to the geogenesis of the plan 


area. The geogenesis is reflected by the lithostratigraphic units present, the character of layer boundaries 


(erosive vs non-erosive) and indications for the development of soils within the sediments in prehistoric 


times. Therefore geophysical and geological data are an important source to answer questions with 


respect to the nature, age, depth and location of occurrence, integrity and preservation of the 


archaeological remains which are to be expected within the plan area. 


 


Arcadis conducted (in corporation with Geo-Engineering.org) a geological desk study for the IJVWFZ.8 A 


geological model was constructed based on borehole data extracted from the DINOloket and NLOG 


databases together with information from neighbouring wind farms and geological maps. Further available 


seismic data of the northern part of the wind farm zone has been researched and assessed. Additional 


geological data have been looked into in order to answer the research questions which have been drawn 


up for this archaeological desk study. The results may differ from the desk study of Arcadis. 


 


Pleistocene Units 


Figure 5 shows the different subcropping Pleistocene units in the research area.9 The depth of the top of 


the Pleistocene units is shown as contour-lines projected on the lithostratigraphy (figure 5), and as a 


separate colour-scaled image (figure 8). The depth data originate from grid data of the top Pleistocene 


which were provided by TNO. The reference plane of the depth data is uncertain.10 We assume that the 


depth data delivered are in mLAT, but the difference between LAT and NAP is neglectable compared to the 


uncertainty of the vertical component of the data. 


 


A striking phenomenon is observed in the northeastern part of the research area. The top of the ridge-like 


structure lies hidden below the cover of Holocene sediments around 27.7m LAT (figure 5 and figure 8). 


 


The ridge is located at the border of a glacial valley which has been mapped by Cameron and Laban.11 The 


valley has been formed by glacier activity during the Saalian glacial period, some 150.000 years ago. 


Therefore it is considered likely that the ridge comprises glacial deposits, probably lateral moraines.  


 


The top of the subcropping Pleistocene sequence is found at 47.8m LAT in the southeast of the research 


area and at 27.7m LAT in the northeast. The average depth is 38.3m LAT. Wether figure 8 reflects the Early 


Holocene landscape depends on amount of erosion which has occurred during the Holocene. 


 


Within the boundaries of the research area four subcropping Pleistocene units have been mapped: 


- Egmond Ground Formation 


- Eem Formation 


- Brown Bank Member 


- Boxtel Formation 


At a deeper level, below the Egmond Grounds Formation, the Formation 4.1.1. occurs.12 The Pleistocene 


lithostratigraphic units will be discussed in more detail below.  


                                                             


8 Thal 2019. 


9 Laban 2004. 


10 Pers. Comm. S. van Heteren (TNO). 


11 Cameron & Laban 1983. 
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Figure 5. Subcropping Pleistocene units  


Formation 4.1.1.13 


Formation 4.1.1. (formerly known as the Yarmouth Roads Formation) is found at deeper levels throughout 


the entire research area.14 The unit mainly consists of fine to medium grained river sands. The non-


calcareous sands contain clay laminations and local intercallations of reworked peat. The river deposits 


predate the Elsterian.15 Part of the unit is not found in its original position of deposition. During the 


Elsterian and Saalian glacial periods sediments of Formation 4.1.1. were pushed and lifted to the surface in 


                                                                                                                                                                                                


12 Rijsdijk 2005. 


13 Offhore the Formation 4.1.1. was formerly refered to as Yarmouth Roads Formation. 


14 Cameron 1984. 


15 Elsterian: glacial period between 465.000 and 418.000 years ago. 
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front of, and alongside the southward moving glaciers.16 This process led to deformation of the sediments 


and the formation of ice-pushed ridges which contain the ‘old’ river sands along the borders of the 


glaciers. For a clear geogenetic understanding the unit could (or perhaps should) be a classified as glacial 


deposits of the Drente Formation. 


 


Onshore the deposits containing ice-pushed ridges have not been attributed to a lithostratigraphic unit. 


The deposits are labeled NN (deposits, not formally classified or unknown; probably ice-pushed’).17 The ice-


pushed ridges constituted distinct morphological elements in the Early Holocene landscape. 


 


Egmond Ground Formation 


The Egmond Ground Formation consists of fine-grained, sparsely shelly marine sands with clay interbeds. 


The amount of shells and shell fragments is markedly less than the overlying younger sands of the Eem 


Formation.18 The marine deposits date from the Holsteinian interglacial period. The exact age of the 


deposit is uncertain, including both Marine Isotope Stage 11 (424.000 – 374.000 years ago) and Marine 


Isotope Stage 11 (424.000 – 374.000 years ago) and Marine Isotope Stage 9 (300.000 – 337.000 years ago). 


The deposits of the Egmond Ground Formation predate the Saalian glacial period and can therefor be part 


of the ice-pushed ridge in the northeastern part of the area. In the southeastern part of the area, where 


the Egmond Ground Formation subcrops under the Holocene sediments, the unit is found at a depth of 


33.2m LAT to 46.5m LAT. The average depth in this part of the area is 41.3m LAT. 


 


Eem Formation 


The Eem Formation predominantly consists of shell bearing fine sands deposited in an open marine 


environment during the Eemian interglacial (warm) period.19  


 


Brown Bank Member (Eem Formation) 


At the end of the Eemian period brackish and fresh water clays were deposited in lagoons and lakes which 


remained in the glacial basins during regression of the Eemian sea. These lake and lagoonal deposits have 


separately been classified as the Brown Bank Member within the Eem Formation. The Brown Bank 


Member was previously referred to as Brown Bank Bed or Brown Bank Formation. Zagwijn describes the 


unit as follows: ‘The Brown Bank Formation is of fresh-water origin except for its lowermost layers, which 


are marine in some places. It was deposited in a lagoon or a lake. Underlying these beds there are marine 


shelly sands which contain a fauna characteristic of the Eemian. These sands are rarely absent. …The base 


of these sands is flat in the south (at about 46 to 47.5 m below the present sea-level) and more sloping in 


the north.’ 20 The description of Zagwijn refers to a north-south profile partly running through the IJVWFZ. 


 


Zagwijn mapped the transition between the shell bearing marine sands of the Eem Formation and the 


overlying laminated fresh water clays. The gradual transition is found around and a little over 40m below 


sea-level (figure 6).21 


 


                                                             


16 Saalian: glacial period between 238.00 and 128.000 years ago. 


17 e.g. DINOloket borehole sample B26C0384.  


18 British Geological Survey: Lexicon of Named Rock Units. 


19 Eemien: interglacial period between 128.000 and 115.000 years ago. 


20 ‘south’ and ‘north’ refer to the southern and northern part of the North Sea area.  


21 Reference plane is not specified. 
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The transition from marine to fresh water deposits is indicated by the change from pollen zone E6 b to EW 


Ia (figure 7). Further Zagwijn states ‘Of some interest is the finding, at the very base of the marine deposits 


in boring 2, a thin peat lense, whose pollen spectrum is characteristic of pollen zone E3 at a level of abount 


45 m below present sea-level.’ Acoustic blanking encountered within seismic records indicate the 


occurrence of gas bearing deposits. Those occurrences have been mapped by Cameron and Laban on their 


1984 Flemish Bight Quaternary Geology Map (figure 9). This map differs to some extend from the Top 


Pleistocene Map drawn by Laban in 2003. The main differences are listed in table 5. 


 


 


Figure 6. Lithostratigraphic column (from: Zagwijn 1983) 


In areas where the Brown Bank Member has been mapped by Laban (2003) as the top of the subcropping 


Pleistocene sequence, which is major part of the IJVWFZ, the unit is located at -28m LAT to -47m LAT. The 


thickness of the sequence of Holocene sediments covering the Brown Bank Member ranges from 0m to 


29m. Local exposures of the Brown Bank Member at the seabed occur in the southwestern part of the 


research area. 
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Unit Cameron & Laban 1983 Laban 2003 Difference 


Boxtel Fm two subcrops in the 


northwestern part of the 


area 


three subcrops: 


two in the northwest and 


one in the northeast 


the patch subcropping in the northeast 


is lacking on the Cameron & Laban 


1983 map 


Brown Bank 


Mb 


major part of the area major part of the area mapped by Laban in 2003 where in 


1983 Cameron & Laban the Eem 


Formation mapped 


Eem Fm north, northeast and 


locally in southern parts 


northern part occurrence limited to northern part of 


the area on the 2003 Laban Map 


Egmond 


Ground Fm 


southeastern part southeastern part no difference 


Table 5. Differences between Flemish Bight Quaternary Geology Map (1984) and Top Pleistocene map 


(2003) 


 


 


Figure 7. Pollen analysis from borehole 2 (from: Zagwijn 1983) 


 


Woudenberg Formation 


In the Early Weichselian cooling climate peat was locally deposited on top of the clayey Brown Bank 


Member. At its base the peat is often rich in wood remains; at the top moss is a major constituent. 
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Figure 8. Top Pleistocene sequence (mLAT) 


 


Boxtel Formation (Weichselian) 


The Boxtel Formation consists of terrestrial deposits. The upper part of the unit subcrops below a cover of  


Holocene deposits in parts of the research area (figure 5). The occurrences of the the Boxtel formation 


shown in figure 5 date from the latest ice age, the Weichselian, and Early Holocene. This upper part of the 


unit most probably consists of aeolean deposits of the Wierden Member (cover sands) and loamy stream 


deposits of the Singraven Member. Apart from loam (=silt) the Singraven Member can contain sand, clay 


and peat. The Boxtel Formation overlies brackish to fresh water lagoonal and deposits or laminated fresh 


water lacustrine clays of the Brown Bank Member. The thickness of the Boxtel Formation is unknown. 
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The Boxtel Formation can also occur at a deeper level. This lower part of the unit is located in between the 


Egmond Ground Formation and the Eem Formation. The local terrestrial deposits date from the Saalian ice 


age and consist of fine grained aeolian sands of the Drachten Member. The precense of the Drachten 


Member is uncertain. The maps of Laban (2004) do not provide indications that the Drachten Member is 


present in the research area, although local occurrences of the Tea Kettle Hole Formation (= old name of 


the Drachten member) have been mapped in the surroundings. A geologicical section published by Zagwijn 


in 1983 on the other hand does contain a few meter thick layer of fine ‘continental and glacigenic’ sand 


from the Saalian period. 


 


The top of the Boxtel Formation is found at -33m and -44m LAT. The Boxtel Formation is covered by a 


sequence Holocene deposits. The overall thickness of the sequence of Holocene sediments ranges from 3m 


to 17m. The differences in thickness are for a major part related to the present-day seabed morphology, 


which is characterized by the presence of large north-south orientated ridges and valleys. 


 


Geological cross sections 


To illustustrate the subsurface geological constellation in the area four geological cross sections are 


included. Figure 9 presents the locations of those cross sections, of which 3 are drawn by Cameron and 


Laban (sections A - B, C - D and E - F) and 1 drawn by Zagwijn (1 – 2). The abbreviations used in the profiles 


included as figure 10, figure 11 and figure 12 are explained in the top left hand corner legend of figure 9. 


 


Figure 9. Locations of geological cross-sections 
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The west - east section in the central part of the area shows that the marine sediments of the Eem 


Formation occur as infills of the valleys formed by glaciers during the Elsterian and Saalian glacial periods 


(figure 10). The figure also indicates that the Brown Bank Member occurs as a continuous layer topping 


the marine sequence of the Eem Formation, thus levelling much of the glacial landscape. 


 


 


Figure 10. Geological cross section (west – east) 


The north – south cross section presented in figure 11 shows the occurrence of the Egmond Ground 


Formation underneath the Eem Formation over the entire length of the section. The Egmond Ground 


Formation is only mapped in a local depression in the west – east profile (figure 10). 


This could indicate that Egmond Ground Formation forms an infill of north – south orientated glacial 


valleys formed during the Elsterian glacial period. Glacial deformation of the underlying Formation 4.1.1. is 


observed in borehole samples from P5-8 and P5-4. 


 


 


Figure 11. Geological cross section (north –south) 
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Figure 12. Geological cross section (E – F) in the Brown Bank area 


 


 


Figure 13. Geological profile (from; Zagwijn 1983) 


The subcropping and locally outcropping Pleistocene units are in major part of the IJVWFZ covered by 


Holocene deposits. The expected Holocene units are discussed below. 


 


Basal Peat Bed and Naaldwijk Formation (Holocene) 


Along the Dutch coast Pleistocene units are in places covered by Holocene tidal deposits (clay and fine 


sand). These layered and laminated tidal deposits are part of the Wormer Member within the Naaldwijk 


Formation. The earliest clastic deposits are those of the Velsen Bed. The Velsen Bed consists of firm humic 


clay, sometimes containing considerable amounts of Hydrobia shells. 


  


Information on the composition of the Holocene deposits is contradictionary. The 1984 ‘Seabed sediments 


and Holocene geology’ maps of the Flemish Bight and the Indefatigable contain sub maps of the 


distribution of Early Holocene sediments in the area. This map indicates that the Elbow Formation is 


present in major part of the research area (see figure 14). 
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In the northwestern part of the research area this unit reaches a thickness of over 5m. In the southeastern 


part of the area a thickness over 10m is mapped in a small strip along the edge of the reseach area. In the 


southwestern and northeastern part of the area the Elbow Formation is not present according to Cameron 


and Laban. This indicates that the current mobile layer of the Bligh Bank Member has been deposited on 


the underlying Pleistocene units. 


 


 


Figure 14. Distribution of Early Holocene sediments (Cameron, Laban & Schűttenhelm 1984) 


Cameron and Laban described the Elbow Formation as follows: 


‘The Elbow Formation (Oele, 1969) has a maximum thickness off 12m but mostly between 2 and 6m thick, 


and comprises fine- or even very fine-grained bluish-grey muddy sands with interbedded clay. The 


Formation has a characteristic nearshore Spisula subtruncata bivalve assemblage (Spaink, 1973). A basal 


discontinuous early Boreal peat bed with intercalations of wind-blown or fluviatile sand is up to 1m in the 
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north-west, but is present only locally in in the Dutch sector. There is evidence of a stratigraphic hiatus 


before deposition of the marine sands of the overlying Bligh Bank Formation.’ 


The Elbow Formation is an old name. According to the current classification, the unit includes the Basal 


Peat Bed and Wormer Member (=lower part of Naaldwijk Formation) with the Velsen Bed at its base.22 The 


presence of the Basal Peat Bed and Velsen Bed are clear indicators that the underlying Pleistocene 


landscape and possible archaeological remains contained herein might be intact. However, additional 


information is needed to conclude on the occurrence of Early Holocene peat and clay sub crops in the 


research area. 


 


 


Figure 15. Top Pleistocene (m below seabed) 


                                                             


22 Thal 2018. 
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Bligh Bank Member 


The Bligh Bank Member is a mobile sand layer in which sand ridges, dunes and mega-ripples have 


developed. This unit predominantly consists of marine sands with variable admixtures of gravel. The 


formation often has a more gravelly structure towards the base. It should be noted that shell fragments 


over 4 mm are considered to be ‘gravel’. Only the total thickness of the Holocene sequence including the 


Basal Peat Bed, the Naaldwijk Formation and the Bligh Bank Member is known. The total thickness of the 


Holocene layer ranges from less than 2 to 17 meters in mayor part of the research area. Remarkable is the 


north – south orientated ridge in the south – western part of the area. The top of the Pleistocene sequence 


is found at depths up tot nearly 30m below the ridge. In other words, the Holocene cover is up to 30m in 


this part of the area. East of the ridge, especially at the norteastern side, local exposures of the Pleistocene 


units of the Brown Bank Member occur, and are Holocene deposits absent. 


 


 


Figure 16. Seabed Sediments (Laban 2004) 
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Figure 17. Palaeogeographic maps (Peeters 2015) 
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3.4 Description of the historical situation and possible disturbances (LS03wb) 


The North Sea basin formed about 12000 years ago as an extensive aeolian sand landscape with a tundra 


climate. At the end of the last Ice Age (ca 11500 years ago), the temperature rose as a result, the northern 


glaciers melted. The sea level rose and the North Sea basin was gradually filled. The filling of the North sea 


plains did occur over a period of 3500-5000 years. During this time the landscape changed, from a freezing 


tundra to a woodland where birch dominated the region, with some alder, hazel, juniper, and pine23. 


During this time, the North sea rose more rapidly than it does today, therefore, the residents of the area 


had to leave eventually for higher ground.24 


 


 


Figure 18. Reconstruction of the historical coast lines in the North Sea basin (map by: McNulty, W.E. and 


J.N. Cookson in National Geographic Magazine) 


The Dogger Bank in the North of the Dutch Continental Shelf is an example of an elevated area. Remnants 


of the tundra landscape and its inhabitants are regularly found in the nets of fishermen. However, all over 


the North Sea, remnants are found of hominin occupation of the region. For example, the only known 


Neanderthal from the Netherlands was found in the North sea. Moreover, multiple Palaeolithic and 


Mesolithic artefacts and even human remains have been found within the remains of the North Sea.12 A 


number of artefacts have been found southwest of the research area. 25 By 6000 years ago, the North sea 


plains were fully submerged, and the North sea looked very much as it does today. 


                                                             


23 Van de Noort, 2011 


24 Gaffney e.a. 2005. 


25 Louwe Kooijmans 1970. 
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Due to the sea level rise the ancient landscapes drowned. These landscapes are depicted through 


geophysical and geotechnical engineering. Recently, for example, on the basis of seismic data from the oil 


industry a prehistoric landscape was reconstructed near the east coast of England.26 Authors concluded 


that a large part of the Southern North Sea contains an in-situ prehistoric landscape. 


Figure 19 shows the remains of mammal bones, among which many remains of mammoths which have 


been found in the nets of fishermen in the North Sea area. Among the finds is a well-preserved prehistoric 


human skull. Possibly the skull has been found near the Brown Bank area, but unfortunately the location of 


these finds is not known. 27  


The finds are done by different fishermen, but given to fisherman Kommer Tanis who preserves and 


collects the finds. Tanis reports important finds, such as the human skull shown in figure 19 to scientists. In 


close cooperation with the scientists he makes the finds available for further analysis, such as DNA 


research.  


 


 


Figure 19. Human skull found in the nets of fishermen in ‘Northsea/Doggerland’ in November 2019  


                                                             


26 Project ‘North sea paleo-landscapes’ of the University of Birmingham 


27 Pers. Comm. Fisherman and collector Kommer Tanis. 



https://www.linguee.nl/engels-nederlands/vertaling/mammoth.html
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Figure 20. Prehistoric artefacts collected by fishermen (from: Kooijmans 1970 en Armkreutz 2018). 


 


Shipping 


The earliest evidence of shipping in the North Sea dates from the Neolithic. For example, evidence of this 


can be found in prehistoric Rhineland burials. In this region the access of tin was limited and was therefore 


considered a luxury good. It had to be imported from other regions. One of such regions is South-West 


Britain.28 It can be seen the other way around as well, Alpine jade axe heads have been sporadically found 


across the British Isles. Since this age, there is an increase of shipping in the North Sea with a few well-


documented historical peaks. During Roman times, the North Sea and in particular the Channel served as 


connecting bridge for the empire. From the Early and High Middle Ages new centres of power arose along 


the North Sea coast. Furthermore, the raids of the Vikings should also be mentioned in this context. From 


the late Middle Ages, the international trade and the shipbuilding industry developed so that the North 


Sea was a stepping stone for global shipping routes. In all periods, ships were lost at sea. Ship wrecks are 


the traces of the maritime past and this can be preserved under favourable storage conditions in 


sediment. Obviously, the possible existing wreck sites only occupy a very small area of the total research 


area. 


 


                                                             


28 Van de Noort 2011. 
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Figure 21. Research area on the historical map of 1675 (Pascaert de Wit, 1675)  


 


 


Figure 22. Research area on the historical map of 1852 (Jacob Swart, 1852)  
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Known disturbances of the seabed in the research area 


In the past, parts of the seabed within the research area have been disturbed by trenches for cables and 


pipelines, and installations of platforms. The initial depth of burial of the cables is unknown, but should be 


a minimum of 1 meter according to the environmental permits. It is however expected that the cables are 


laid at a depth of 2 meters up to a maximum of 5 meters below the seabed. This also applies to the 


pipelines in the area. 


 


Number Route Type Installation Status 


KB0061 Oostende (B) to Norden (D) Fibre Optic Trenched in use 


KB0065 Egmond (NL) to Lowesoft (GB) Coax Partially trenched Abandoned 


KB0067 Egmond (NL) to Winterton (GB) Fibre Optic Trenched in use 


KB0107 Callantsoog to United Kingdom Fibre Optic - As planned 


Table 6. Listing of cables through the research area 


 


Number Operator Route Type Status 


PL0032_PR Wintershall Noordzee B.V. P6-A to L10-AR Gas 20-inch Active 


PL0125_PR Wintershall Noordzee B.V. P2-NE to P6-A Gas 10-inch Abandoned 


PL0176_PR BBL Company V.O.F. Balgzand (NL) to Bacton (GB) Gas 36-inch Active 


PL0187_PR Statoil ASA Draupner (N) to Duinkerken (F) Gas 42-inch Active 


PL0190_HS 
Nederlandse Aardolie 


Maatschappij B.V. 
K17-FA-1 to K14-FB-1 


Glycol 2-


inch 
Active 


Table 7. Listing of pipelines through the research area 


Locations and status of cables and pipeline are based on the database of Rijkswaterstaat (September 


2019). This may differ from the as-built data from the operators.  


 


Name Infrastructure Status 


K17-FA-1 Production platform In use 


P2-NE Production platform Removed 


P2-SE Production platform Removed 


P2-SE Sidetap In use 


Table 8. Listing of platforms and side taps in the research area 


Apart from the platform locations listed above at 27 location in the IJVWFZ boreholes have been drilled for 


the exploration and production of oil and gas (table 9). The sidetracks drilled are not included in this listing 


because those sidetracks are drilled from an existing borehole. 


 


Borehole code E N Result End date Status 


K17-01 541363 5877338 Gas 1968 Abandoned 


K17-04 535072 5879853 Gas 1977 Abandoned 


K17-05 541008 5879433 Gas 1980 Abandoned 


K17-06 531882 5873736 Technical Failure 1980 Abandoned 


K17-07 538761 5877189 Technical Failure 1980 Abandoned 


K17-08 536199 5879002 Gas 1982 Suspended 


K17-09 537997 5877182 Technical Failure 1999 Sidetracked 


K17-FA-101 536011 5879403 Technical Failure 2005 Sidetracked 
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Borehole code E N Result End date Status 


P02-01 541897 5860964 Gas 1969 Abandoned 


P02-02 529247 5865904 Dry 1978 Plugged 


P02-03 540776 5861951 Gas 1980 Abandoned 


P02-04 533454 5870601 Technical Failure 1982 Sidetracked 


P02-05 531609 5871306 Gas shows 1983 Plugged 


P02-06 538077 5854363 Dry 1984 Abandoned 


P02-07 529552 5860674 Technical Failure 1985 Sidetracked 


P02-09 532418 5871635 Gas shows 1993 Abandoned 


P02-10 530606 5862054 Technical Failure 2012 Abandoned 


P02-NE-02 533455 5870603 Gas 1997 Abandoned 


P02-SE-01 529585 5860694 Gas 1998 Abandoned 


P03-01 554724 5866575 Dry 1977 Abandoned 


P03-04 548048 5869016 Technical Failure 1987 Abandoned 


P05-01 527971 5846194 Dry 1968 Abandoned 


P05-02 529734 5852626 Dry 1980 Abandoned 


P05-03 536947 5849632 Olie shows 1982 Abandoned 


P05-04 537655 5847768 Olie shows 1983 Abandoned 


P05-05 530509 5839009 Olie shows 1984 Abandoned 


P05-06 539633 5853284 Technical Failure 1988 Abandoned 


Table 9. Boreholes (source: NLOG) 
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Figure 23. Pipelines, cables, infradtructure and boreholes in the area 
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3.5 Description of known archaeological values (LS04wb) 


The former National Service for Archaeological Heritage (ROB, now Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency or RCE) 


in collaboration with Rijkswaterstaat and TNO NITG have developed a comprehensive archaeological map 


of the continental shelf based on geological and archaeological observations (see figure below).29  


 


 


Figure 24. Overview indicative map of archaeological values (IKAW) 


                                                             


29 IKAW 3e generatie, RCE 2008. 
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This global map presents the probability of well-preserved shipwrecks to be encountered (and often a 


ship's discovery of high archaeological value) in the Dutch part of the Continental Shelf, expanded with 


available palaeo-geographic reconstructions. 


 


However, this map is of very limited use. This is partly due to the large scale (1: 500,000).Further the map 


has become outdated, because it shows the state of knowledge 25 years ago. The degree of conservation 


of wreck remains is closely related to geology and morphology which has not been taking into account in 


the IKAW3 map. The idea here is that in channel deposits or regions with soft sediment, a wreck quickly 


sinks into the seabed and therefore remains in good condition. In other areas with harder top sediments 


the chance of a find is not necessarily lower, but the chance to find a well-preserved ship with the cargo 


and equipment still intact is considerably less. 


 


Figure 24 also indicates areas where peat and clay have been preserved. This cover with clay / peat only 


refers to the possible location of Pleistocene deposits on / near the seabed. Where Holocene clay or peat is 


eroded Pleistocene layers with artefacts and fauna fossils may be present. The presence of early Holocene 


sediments could indicate the presence of a well preserved prehistoric landscape. West of the research 


area lies the nature reserve Brown Bank, a shoal known for its paleontological and prehistorical finds. At 


this archaeological hotspot rigid Pleistocene clays and silts of the Brown Bank Member are exposed at the 


seabed. These sediments contain the prehistoric remains which are found in the nets of fishermen. 


 


Research in the last decade has shown that the probability of encountering prehistoric residues in the 


North Sea is much greater than originally thought. The archaeological map for the Dutch continental shelf 


is therefore being revised. In 2016, an indicative model of the archaeological potential of the North Sea 


was published by Deltares.30 A detail of this map is shown in figure 25. The potential for prehistoric 


remains is closely related to the lithostratigraphic units which have been discussed and outlined in 


previous paragraphs. For instance the potential for Middle Palaeolithic remains indicated in red coincides 


with the occurrence of the Brown Bank Member, the potential for residual Mesolithic and Late Paleolithic 


remains indicated in beige coincides with the occurrence of the Boxtel Formation and the limited potential 


for prehistoric remains in areas indicated in grey relates to the occurrence of the marine deposits of the 


Egmond Ground Formation and the Eem Formation.31  


It should however be stressed that figure 25 offers a two dimensional view. The occurrences of the Eem 


Formation (grey) and the Brown Bank Member (red) are not limited to the mapped areas but extend 


underneath the Boxtel Formation (beige). This means that Middle Paleolithic remains are also to be 


expected in those areas. 


It is important to bear in mind that the occurrences and boundaries of the lithostratigraphic units mapped 


are based on a limited amount of geological data. The occurrences and boundaries should therefore not 


be considered definite, but an indication of the of what is to be expected in the area and a framework for 


further research. Also morphological phenomena like the ice-pushed ridge in the northeastern part of the 


research are have not been taken into account in this map. 


 


                                                             


30 Vonhögen et al, 2016. 


31 Occurrence Naaldwijk Fm according to Deltares grids (2004). 
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Figure 25. Archeological potential for prehistoric remains  


 


Details research area 


Figure 26 shows a detailed map of the research area and the officially known archaeological finds in the 


surrounding area. ARCHIS III is the official database of the National Cultural Heritage Agency in which all 


archaeological findings and observations in the Netherlands and territorial waters are stored. The 


database contains more than 95,000 locations (mainly land-based) where archaeological observations 


have been made. 
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Figure 26. Detail indicative map of archaeological values (IKAW) 


The three observations within the research area refer to ship wrecks and will be discussed in the next 


paragraph. 


 


In the southern part of the area, VLIZ (Vlaams Instituut voor de Zee) in cooperation with TNO and the 


university of Bradford conducted a scientific research in 2019.32 An area was surveyed using sparker and a 


multi-transducer echosounder (SES-Quattro). Bottom samples were collected using a Van Veen grab 


sampler. 


 


                                                             


32 Missiaen, in preparation. 
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In a press release from VLIZ (May 2019) preceeding the survey the following is stated with respect to the 


Brown Bank area:33 


‘ … Archaeologists have long suspected that the southern North Sea plain – right in the heart of 


Doggerland – may have been home to thousands of people. Chance finds by trawling  over 


many decades support this theory. A concentration of archaeological material, including worked 


bone, stone and human remains, has been found within the area around the Brown Bank, an 


elongated, 30-kilometre long sand ridge roughly 100 km due east from Great Yarmouth and 80 


km west of the Dutch coast. The quantities of material suggest the presence of a prehistoric 


settlement. 


In 2018 teams from the Flanders Marine Institute, Bradford University, Ghent University and the 


Dutch Geological Service joined forces to carry out detailed geophysical and geotechnical 


surveys of the area to identify prehistoric land surfaces, including river valleys and former lakes, 


and to extract shallow sediment cores to look for evidence of past activity. Thanks to the 


simultaneous use of different seismic sources an uninterrupted image of the subbottom was 


obtained with unprecedented detail. Combined with the study of sediment cores this allowed to 


refine the search to areas on the Brown Banks where the team believe they reach a preserved 


land surface more than 8000 years old. 


Professor Vincent Gaffney, from the University of Bradford: “In 2018 the team demonstrated 


that we can find prehistoric land surfaces on the Brown Banks that date from the Mesolithic 


period. This provides the exciting prospect to return and recover larger volumes of sediment 


from those land surfaces, and find out what evidence they may contain of human settlement”….’  


The first results of this 2019 survey were presented during the North Sea Palaeolandscapes Conference in 


Utrecht from November 18 to 20, 2019. The results indeed seem to prove the presence of intact Early 


Holocene landscapes. 


 


 


Figure 27. Photograph of peat containing a terrestrial snail (source: Vliz) 


                                                             


33 http://www.vliz.be/en/press-release/brown-banks-white-cliffs-search-for-lost-prehistoric-settlements-north-sea. 
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Amongst the samples obtained with the Van Veen grab sampler is a piece of peat containing a terrestrial 


snail. The peat sample was taken within a river valley which was traced with subbottom profiler. Apart 


from the peat sample researchers were able to identify some small flint artefacts. Details on the results 


and conclusions have yet to be published, and can therefore not be given at this stage. Of particular 


interest are the results of the survey which has been carried out in the southern part of the IJVWFZ. 


 


Plane wrecks 


During World War II, many airplanes crashed into the North Sea. Several sources are ambiguous about the 


number of aircraft still missing. It is at least hundreds34. Remains are found on a regular basis by fishermen 


or during sand extraction or and beach protection projects. No finds are known around and within the 


research area, but remains can be expected. 


 


Shipwrecks 


In general, when a sinking ship ends up on the seabed, the tidal currents will create scouring around the 


wreck, and bury it down to a level of a harder surface within the sedimentary sequence. The thicker the 


layer of loose material, the more the ship will be packaged therein and will be retained. Especially in areas 


where the sediments have a high clay content the wreck remains will be sealed and well preserved. In 


more sandy areas this effect is much smaller. Uncovered wooden parts may be effected by a naval 


shipworm (Teredo Navalis). 


 


 


Figure 28. Example of wreck site formation (Graham Scott) 


                                                             


34 Dutch Federation of Aviation Archaeology 
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Known objects and shipwrecks 


For a listing of known objects and shipwrecks within the research area, the united NCN database is 


consulted.35 


 


 


 
 


 


Figure 29. Overview of known objects and contacts in the research area 


                                                             


35 With permission of P. de Boer,Rijkswaterstaat Zee en Delta 


The National Contact Number (NCN) 


 


The NCN database combines the data from three governmental databases:  


 


 The Dutch Continental Shelf and Westerschelde wrecks register from The Hydrographic Service of the 


Royal Netherlands Navy. 


 The SonarReg92 object database of Rijkswaterstaat 


 The ARCHIS database (the official archaeological database of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage) 


 


The permission for the use of the NCN database for the analysis was granted by the owner (Rijkswaterstaat 


Sea and Delta) 
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Additional information of known wrecks and objects was retrieved from various sources. A total of 37 


known wrecks and objects are known within the research area. The map and tables on the next pages 


show all known observations in the research area. 


 


Type Number 


Anchor 3 


Obstruction 9 


Wellhead 6 


Wreck 19 


Total 37 


Table 10. Observations of known objects 


 


Ship wrecks 


A total of 19 shipwrecks are known in the area. 


 


NCN Description SR92 DHY ARCHIS Easting Northing R95 Arch 


52 Iron frame, possible wreck remains, 


survey 1997 


69 249 - 522011 5839869 0 unkn. 


54 Distributed remains of wreck, survey 


1997, 5x3x3m 


71 322 - 519336 5838009 0 unkn. 


993 Unknown wreck, survey 2014 - 634 - 538818 5864893 0 unkn. 


1074 Fishing vessel Janet (KU-39) - 736 - 538789 5873038 5 unkn. 


1212 Unknown wreck, survey 2012, 42x7x1.9m 12171 909 - 547794 5880945 1 unkn. 


2070 Unknown wreck, survey 2002 - 2262 - 525851 5831463 0 unkn. 


2094 Unknown wreck, survey 2002 - 2288 - 521298 5840711 0 unkn. 


2130 Wreck Maria Christina, survey 2002 - 2325 - 541188 5851810 0 unkn. 


2410 Unknown wreck, survey 2014 - 2766 4030781 536247 5849319 1 unkn. 


2431 Unknown wreck, survey 2015 - 2796 - 549061 5884686 1 unkn. 


2472 Unknown wreck, survey 2002 - 2858 - 521664 5838360 0 unkn. 


2552 Unknown wreck, survey 2002, 


Copperwreck (MARIAD) 


- 3003 4030465 533582 5851813 1 unkn. 


2553 Unknown wreck, survey 2012, 48x8x3.3m 12170 3004 4030668 539777 5864995 1 unkn. 


2583 Unknown wreck, survey 2012, 8x3x2.2m 12169 - - 529553 5860674 2 unkn. 


2723 Unknown wreck, survey 2015   3248 - 550137 5868805 1 unkn. 


2724 Unknown wreck, survey 2012, 30x6x1.5m 12172 3249 - 552076 5875522 1 unkn. 


15229 Wreck coaster Olaf, sunk 07-11-1986, 


(partly) salvaged in 1986, 101x13x13.1m 


11984 - - 539521 5861584 0 no 


16340 Unknown wreck, survey 2013   3869 - 519461 5830539 5 unkn. 


19767 Unknown wreck, survey 2015   4043 - 552091 5879120 1 unkn. 


Table 11. Overview of the known ship wrecks in the research area 


Three wrecks have been identified, one of them is a recent wreck and has no archaeological value. The 


remaining sixteen other wrecks have not been identified, and details like names, types and date of sinking 


are not known. Additional research is needed to determine the cultural-historical value.  


 


The figures below show some examples of two possible wreck sites, made available by Rijkswaterstaat. 
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Figure 30. Side scan sonar image (left) and ROV photo (right) of NCN 52, possible wreck remains 


 


  


Figure 31. Side scan sonar image (left) and ROV photo (right) of NCN 54, possible wreck remains 


 


  


Figure 32. Multibeam images of wrecks NCN 1212 (left) and NCN 2724 (right) 
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Other know objects 


Next to the nineteen ship wreck reportings, eighteen other objects have been reported in the area, which 


are listed below. 


NCN Type Description SR92 DHY ARCHIS Easting Northing R95 Arch 


1134 Wellhead Wellhead - 821 - 536015 5879402 20 no 


2615 Obs. Contact, Man-made 11933 - - 520970 5839275 20 unkn. 


2620 Obs. Steel frame, survey 2001 11935 - - 521724 5839557 20 unkn. 


2621 Obs. Steel frame, survey 2001 11934 - - 521816 5839502 20 unkn. 


2725 Obs. Foul ground (obstruction)   3250 - 536209 5884528 25 unkn. 


14363 Anchor Anchor, survey 2005 11172 - - 529245 5863645 25 unkn. 


14388 Anchor Anchor with chain, survey 


2006, length 83m 


11197 - - 555902 5868449 25 unkn. 


14417 Anchor Anchor with chain, survey 


2007, length 50m 


11226 - - 556760 5868154 25 unkn. 


19388 Obs. Obstruction   4000 - 548339 5881497 25 unkn. 


19475 Obs. Obstruction   3907 - 519397 5838248 25 unkn. 


19477 Obs. Obstruction   3908 - 518867 5839615 25 unkn. 


19480 Wellhead Wellhead   100391 - 529553 5860674 25 no 


19487 Obs. Foul ground (obstruction)   100544 - 533457 5870571 25 unkn. 


19488 Wellhead Wellhead   100541 - 529645 5860690 25 no 


19555 Wellhead Wellhead   100834 - 536017 5879403 25 no 


19562 Wellhead Wellhead   100226 - 536198 5879001 25 no 


19651 Wellhead Wellhead   3905 - 537932 5846061 25 no 


19652 Obs. Pipeline   329 - 538292 5855686 25 no 


Table 12. Listing of other known objects in the area 


The wellheads and pipeline do not have an archaeological value, for the other objects the value has not 


been determined. All objects are potential obstructions for the construction of the wind farm. 


 


The figure below shows an image of NCN 11934, made available by Rijkswaterstaat. 


 


 


Figure 33. ROV photograph of NCN 11934, a steel frame 


A complete listing of all 37 known wrecks and objects with descriptions within the research area is 


enclosed in appendix 3. 
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3.6 Specified archaeological expectancy (LS05wb) 


Shipwrecks 


The area has a high expectation for shipwrecks from all periods. A total of nineteen shipwrecks are known 


in the area. Three ship wrecks have been identified, one of which is a recent wreck and (pastly) salvaged. 


For the other sixteen wrecks details like names, types and date of sinking are not known. Further research 


is needed to determine the cultural-historical value of the wrecks and assess whether undiscovered 


shipwrecks are present. 


Plane wrecks 


The area has a high expectation for plane wrecks from the Second World War. Several sources are 


ambiguous about the number of aircraft still missing. It is at least hundreds. 36 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Prehistory 
During the last ice ages the research area was exposed due to very low sea levels. In those times the 


landscape was occupied by hunters and gatherers. Therefore camps sites are to be expected in the top of 


Pleistocene formations. The archaeological expectancy is discussed below by means of the geogenese of 


the area and lithostratigraphic units present. As discussed in the section on ship wrecks, also for the 


Pleistocene landscape applies that our specific knowledge is limited, because a major part of the area has 


not been investigated by detailed geophysical surveys or the analysis of high quality borehole samples. As 


part of the wind farm development shall therefore be strived to gather additional information to broaden 


and deepen our geoarchaeological knowledge of the area, as outlined in the NSPRMF report. 


 


Formation Member / 
Bed 


Lithology Environment Age Arch. 
Potential* 


Period 


Southern 
Bight 


Bligh bank sand open marine Holocene I, IV Historical 
periods 


Naaldwijk Wormer clay and sand tidal  I 


 Velsen humic clay coast Early Holocene II Mesolithic 


Nieuwkoop Basal Peat peat coast  II 


Boxtel Singraven sand, loam, 
clay and peat 


small-scale 
fluvial 


Weichselian and 
Early Holocene 


II and III Late Paleolithic 
and Mesolithic 


Wierden fine sand wind blown III 


Woudenberg  peat lakes Eemian and 
Early Weichselian 


II Middle 
Paleolithic 


Eem Brown Bank humic clay 
and silt 


lagoons and 
lakes 


Eemian and 
Early Weichselian 


II and III Middle 
Paleolithic 


  sand and clay open marine Eemian IV  


                                                             


36 Dutch Federation of Aviation Archaeology. 


Current theme : wrecks from the First and Second World Wars 


In addition to archaeological and cultural-historical value, ship and aircraft wrecks can 


also have a, memorial or emotional value. The commotion that arose as a result of the 


clearing of WWII wrecks in the Java Sea can be mentioned as an example. With regard to 


wrecks from the World Wars in Dutch waters, more and more voices are coming from 


society to deal with this respectfully. 
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Formation Member / 
Bed 


Lithology Environment Age Arch. 
Potential* 


Period 


Boxtel  gravel, sand, 
loam, peat 


terrestrial Late Saalian to 
Early Eemian 


II and III Middle 
Paleolithic 


Egmond 
Ground 
(ice-pushed) 


 sand withs 
clay beds 


open marine Pre-Saalian 
deposition; Saalian 
(ice-push event) 


II, III and 
IV 
 


Middle 
Paleolithic 
to Mesolithic 


Fm 4.1.1. 
fka Yarmouth 
Roads 
(ice-pushed) 


 sand and clay deltaic and 
fluvial 


Pre-Saalian 
deposition; 
Elsterian/Saalian 
(ice-push event) 


II, III and 
IV 
 


Middle 
Paleolithic 
to Mesolithic 


Table 13. Relation between lithostratigraphy and archaeological potential 


* 


Archaeological Expectancy 


I Ship wrecks and shipping related objects; air planes from World War I and II 


II Lost or dumped objects including flint and bone hunting gear, fish weir, fish traps and dugout boats 


III Camp sites and inhumations 


IV Artefacts in reworked context 


 
Archaeological levels are contained in the stacked sequence of Pleistocene and Holocene units. The 


relationship between the lithostratigraphic units and archaeological levels contained herein is summarized 


in table 13. 


 
Ice-pushed ridges (Late Saalian) 


Ice-pushed ridges constitute profound morphological phenomena in the prehistoric landscape. The ice-


pushed ridge in the northeasternern part of the research area dates back to the Late Saalian. Onshore 


numerous prehistoric settlements have been found in the context of ice-pushed ridges. Therefore 


archaeological remains from the Middle Paleolithic (Neanderthal sites), Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic are 


to be expected in the top of ice-pushed deposits. Within the sequence of ice-pushed (pre)Saalian river 


deposits Early and Middle Paleolithic flint artefacts can occur. Quarries in the onshore ice-pushed ridge of 


the Utrechtse Heuvelrug revealed artefacts of early hominids which are over 150.000 years old.37 


 


The ice-pushed ridge in the northeastern part of the research area lies at -27.7m LAT and is covered by 


younger sediments with a combined thickness of some 4m. The lateral and vertical distribution of those 


younger sediments is uncertain. The cover can therefore solely consist of the Bligh Bank Member, but can 


also consist of all, or part of the units post-dating the Saalian glaciation. Those units include the Eem 


Formation, the Brown Bank Member, the Woudenberg Formation, the Boxtel Formation, the Basal Peat 


Bed and the Naaldwijk Formation. The Saalian glacial valley is expected to be located just southwest of the 


ice-pushed ridge, in fact where it has been mapped by Cameron and Laban. 


 


Ice-pushed ridges in the North Sea area have been presented on recently published palaeogeographic 


maps.38 The north-west flank of the ice-pushed ridge mapped by Peeters runs parallel to the south-eastern 


border of the HKWWFZ. However this is the most western ice-pushed ridge in this publication. The current 


study indicates that Saalian ice-pushed ridges are also found more to the west within the IJVWFZ. 


                                                             


37 Rhenen Industry. 


38 Peeters 2015. 
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Open sea (Eemian) 


The Eem Formation consists predominantly of marine sand deposited in the Eem Sea during the Eemian 


interglacial (warm) period.39 Within the sandy marine deposits no in situ archaeological remains are 


expected. 


 


Lagoons, lakes and fens (Eemian to Early Weichselian) 


The Brown Bank Member at the top of the Eem Formation consists of lacustrine fresh water and coastal 


marine brackish water deposits of silty clay. At the end of the Eemien the sea regressed and the Brown 


Bank clays were deposited. This layer can contain Middle Palaeolithic artefacts from, or remains of 


Neanderthals who in this period populated the Netherlands and the North Sea area. Little archaeological 


research has been done into this often deep-seated stratigraphical unit. Camp sites are expected to be 


intact and well preserved, especially when the remains are contained in a clayey context and covered by 


peat of the Woudenberg Formation and/or cover sands of the Wierden Member (Boxtel Formation). The 


Woudenberg Formation can contain dumps from close-by camps, lost hunting gear and intended 


depositions. The available geological information does not suffice to assess whether the Late Eemian to 


Early Weichselian facies of sandy lagoonal beaches and/or clayey shores of lakes and fens is present. 


 


The top of the Brown Bank Member is expected at depths varying from 28m to 47m LAT and 0m to 30m 


below the seabed. 


 


Cover sand landscape (Late Weichselian and Early Holocene ) 


The camp sites of Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic hunters and gatherers are found in a cover sand 


landscape with ridges and dunes and valleys formed by small streams. Stream valleys offered fresh water, 


a large variety of plant species and ample opportunities for hunting. Camps were installed along the 


borders of those valleys. The remains of sites can be encountered in the context of sandy, loamy, clayey or 


peaty beak deposits of the Singraven Member. The lithological context of settlements found at the dunes 


and ridges comprises well sorted non-calcareous fine cover sand of the Wierden Member. Both Singraven 


and Wierden Member are part of the Boxtel Formation. 


 


Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic remains are expected at two distinct levels within the cover sand sequence. 


The first is a paleosol found in between two cover sand layers Late Paleolithic remains of camp sites of 


reindeer hunters are to be expected. The paleosol is a charcoal rich layer called the Usselo Bed, which has 


been formed during the Bølling and Allerød interstadials. The second level is the top of the cover sand 


sequence. The sandy dunes and ridges often display a well-developed podzol, if not eroded. Due to the 


low carbonate content presence of oxygen in the pores of the sand the preservation conditions for organic 


remains (wood, bone, etcetera) is a priori not so good in cover sands. The preservation of organic remains 


is therefore highly dependent on the timing of the water table rising above the archaeological level. 


 


If the Boxtel Formation is covered by the Basal Peat Bed or the Velsen Bed the integrity and conservation 


of archaeological remains is expected to be high. Considering our limited knowledge of prehistoric sites in 


the North Sea area such well-preserved finds would a priori be worth preserving. Archaeological markers 


consist of flint and bone artefacts, burnt nuts and seeds and charcoal. Zones of interest are locations 


where the top of the cover sands and river dunes (if present) are not eroded. The presence of the Basal 


Peat Bed and Velsen Bed indicate that underlying Boxtel Formation and possible archaeological remains 


herein could be intact. 


                                                             


39 Eemien: interglacial which lasted from 130.000 till 115.000 years ago. 
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Peat and humic clays 


The Basal Peat Bed and Velsen Bed themselves can also contain archaeological remains. These remains 


include dumped waste from nearby camp sites, lost hunting gear or intentional (e.g. ritual) depositions. 


Due to the low levels of oxygen and wet conditions both organic and anorganic remains might be very well 


preserved. 


 


Site characteristics 


The expected camp sites of hunters and gatherers are generally small (a few sqm), although larger 


settlements (up to approximately 2000 sqm) can occur in case the site repeatedly or for prolonged period 


of time was occupied. Sites are characterized by the presence of concentrations of charcoal, flint artefacts, 


bone remains, burnt seeds and nuts, natural stones and artefacts of bone or horn. Inhumations can occur. 


The density of finds (debris of flint processing)  can vary from low to high. 


Physical Quality 


It is not known to what extent erosion has affected the integrity of the Pleistocene landscape and 


embedded remains of prehistoric settlements. The presence of the Basal Peat Bed and/or Velsen Bed 


provides an indication for an intact Pleistocene landscape, although it should be noted that erosion could 


have taken place prior to the deposition of peat and clay, leading to degradation or even annihilation of 


prehistoric remains. The ice-pushed ridges experienced even two full-marine periods which could have led 


to erosion: the Eemian and Holocene.  If the in situ prehistoric remains did not suffer from erosion, the 


very rapid Early Holocene ‘drowning’ of the Pleistocene landscape and local deposition of a peat and/or 


clay cover offered perfect conditions for the conservation of both organic and inorganic remains. In this 


situation well-preserved sites of high physical quality can occur. 


 


Occurrence and spacial distribution 


The occurrence and spacial distribution of the Late Saalian ice pushed-ridges, Early Weichselian lagoons, 


lakes and fens and the Late Weichselian wind-blown dunes and stream valleys in the research area is not 


known. Surely the available geological maps of the Flemish Bight Map (1984), the Indefatigable Map 


(1986), the Top Pleistocene Formation map and Deltares’ grid data (2004) and palaeogeographic maps 


(2015) provide an indication, but the actual situation can only be established through subbottom profiling 


in combination with borehole sample analysis. The depth below the seabed of the Pleistocene landscape 


ranges from 0m (Pleistocene exposed) to nearly 30m. 
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4 Synthesis 


Based on the results of de data analysis the research questions are answered. 


 


- Are there any known archaeological values present within the research area? If so, what is the nature, 


extent (depth) location and dating of these sites? 


Yes, within the Brown Bank area prehistoric remains have been found by fishermen. The remains 


include bone and flint artefacts and even human remains which date from the Late Paleolithic and 


Mesolithic. Also numerous bones of both large and small mammals from the Eemian interglacial 


period, Weichselian ice age and Early Holocene have been found in the fishing nets. The locations of 


those finds is often not registered and therefore not exactly known. 


No wrecks of archaeological value are known within the research area. 


- Are there, in addition to any known values, archaeological remains to be expected? If so, what is the 


nature, extent (depth) location and date of the expected archaeological remains? 


Yes. 


A total of 37 contacts are known from database sources. At those locations 19 ship wrecks and 18 


objects are registered. The results are summarized in the table below. 


Type Number 


Anchor 3 


Obstruction 9 


Wellhead 6 


Wreck 19 


Total 37 


Table 14. Summary of known objects 


1 wreck and 7 objects are not of archaeological value. From the remainder, 18 ship wrecks and 11 


objects, the archaeological value is unknown. The results are summarized below. 


Known wreck sites  Archaeological value 


  Yes No Unknown 


Identified 3 - 1 2 


Not identified 16 - - 16 


Total 19 - 1 18 


Table 15. Archaeological value of known wreck sites 


Known objects  Archaeological value 


  Yes No Unknown 


Anchor 3 - - 3 


Obstruction 9 - 1 8 


Wellhead 6 - 6 - 


Total 18 - 7 11 


Table 16. Archaeological value of known objects 


Details of the locations of the 29 sites of potential archaeological interest and the databases these 


contacts originate from are listed in Appendix 3. Further information on the nature, extent, location 


and age of the remains found at these sites is not available. 
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The area may contain shipwrecks, remains of shipwrecks or remains of airplanes from the Second 


World War which have not been discovered to date. Apart from undiscovered ship and plane wrecks 


it is expected that locally prehistoric landscapes have been preserved intact. Related to the these 


intact landscapes in situ prehistoric remains left behind by Paleolithic and Mesolithic hunters and 


gatherers can be encountered. 


Those in situ prehistoric remains include camp sites, burials, lost hunting gear, et cetera. Remains of 


camp sites are characterized by the presence of flint and bone artefacts, burnt nuts and seeds, 


charcoal and hunting gear. 


- Can the proposed activities in the wind farm zones affect known or expected archaeological values? If 


so, can an impact on archaeological assets be prevented or restricted by planning adaptation? 


This question can only be answered once the area has been geophysically investigated and when the 


cultural historic value of the objects in the area has been determined. 


If the archaeological values cannot be saved: 


o What kind of further research is needed to determine the presence of archaeological values and 


their size, location, type and date to be determined enough to come to a selection decision? 


Further research is to be performed within the framework of the standardized sequence of phases 


of maritime archaeological research as defined in the Dutch archaeological management 


procedure (Dutch: ‘AMZ Cycle’). The research strategy is further determined by the type of 


archaeological remains which, based on the archaeological expectancy outlined in section 3.6 of 


this report, are to be expected. In summary the expectancy is two-fold comprising plane and ship 


wrecks on one hand and prehistoric remains on the other. The first phase after the archaeological 


desk study is an inventory field research. This field research comprises a geophysical survey. The 


methods employed include multibeam echo sounder, side scan sonar and magnetometer to trace 


and map wrecks and shipping related objects. A subbottom profiler is used to assess the potential 


for prehistoric remains by mapping the top of the buried Pleistocene landscape, identify 


seismostratigraphic units and correlate those units with the expected lithostratigraphic units (and 


potential archaeological remains herein), and determine the locations at which archaeological 


levels have been affected by erosion. 


o What are the possible effects of the installation of offshore wind farms on the areas with specific 


archaeological interest? 


Archaeological values can be affected by human activities which result in a disturbance of the 


seabed. Direct disturbances are caused by cable-lay-trenching operations and the installation of 


wind turbines.  Scouring adjacent to the foundations of the wind turbines is considered to be an 


indirect disturbance which might lead to the exposure of wrecks and erosion of the prehistoric 


landscape. 


- What are the possibilities to mitigate the disturbance of areas with specific archaeological interest as 


a result of installing offshore wind farms? 


In general, a buffer or safety zone of 100 meters around an archaeological object or an object with an 


archaeological expectation is to be defined in which seabed disturbing activities are not allowed.40 If 


additional research shows that the object has no archaeological value, the location and the buffer 


zone can be omitted. The identification and mapping of camp sites from the Paleolithic and 


Mesolithic is, due to their limited size and depth of burial, in practice troublesome. Mitigating 


                                                             


40 Beleidsregels ontgrondingen in Rijkswateren, see http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0028498/ 
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measures to preserve those sites can therefore only be effected by excluding areas in which 


prehistoric landscapes have been preserved intact and which are considered to have a high 


probability for containing those sites. 


- Should further investigations be carried out from archaeological point of view and what are the 


recommendations on the scope and specifications of these investigations? 


Additional research in the form of a geophysical survey is standard in the process of archaeological 


investigations. (in Dutch: Inventariserend veldonderzoek opwaterfase). The scope and specifications 


for this geophysical survey are to be recorded in a mandatory Program of Requirements (PvE). Typical 


requirements include restrictions about the maximum range and minimum frequency of the side scan 


sonar, survey speed and line spacing. 


 


- What are the requirements for any activity carried out in the wind farm zone (investigations or 


monitoring activities, installation activities, operational activities) that could have an effect on 


archaeological aspects in the wind farm zone? 


In general, a buffer or safety zone of 100 meters around an archaeological object is to be defined in 


which no activities such as trenching or anchoring are allowed. This applies only for objects with an 


archaeological expectation. If additional research shows that the object has no archaeological value, 


the location and the buffer zone can be omitted, and the objects may be removed during a debris 


clearance campaign. Additional prospection will provide further insight in the lateral and vertical 


distribution of geological units and the archaeological levels contained herein, thus offering the 


information needed to assess whether intact prehistoric landscapes and related prehistoric remains 


will be affected by the planned activities and whether mitigating measures can to be taken. 


 


What is the expectation of the physical quality of possible archaeological sites and objects? 


The physical quality of wreck sites is expected to be high in case these wrecks are covered with 


sediments. If wooden ship wrecks are exposed at the seafloor biological deterioration by the naval 


shipworm could result in a lowering of the level of preservation. Moreover these wrecks are subject 


to demolishment by anchors and fishing nets which will result in a lowered integrity of the wreck site. 


 


In situ prehistoric remains are expected to be buried under a cover of Holocene deposits. From 


geological data and the fishermen finds we know that archaeological levels locally are exposed at the 


seabed. Within those exposures prehistoric remains could have been affected by fishing nets, 


anchoring and shipworm. It is not known to what extent erosion has affected the integrity of the 


Pleistocene landscape and embedded remains of prehistoric settlements. The presence of the Basal 


Peat Bed and/or Velsen Bed provides an indication for an intact Pleistocene landscape, but erosion 


could have taken place prior to the deposition of peat and clay, leading to degradation or even 


annihilation of prehistoric remains. The ice-pushed ridge experienced even two full-marine periods 


which could have led to erosion: the Eemian and Holocene. If the in situ prehistoric remains did not 


suffer from erosion, the very rapid Early Holocene ‘drowning’ of the Pleistocene landscape and local 


deposition of a peat and/or clay cover offered perfect conditions for the conservation of both organic 


and inorganic remains. In this situation well-preserved sites of high physical quality can occur. 
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- Which lithostratigraphic units can be determined and what is their spatial distribution (both horizontal 


and vertical)? 


 


The following units have been determined: 


Unit Top 
m bsb 


Occurrence Environment Remark 


Southern Bight Fm 
- Bligh Bank Mb 


0 Total area Open marine Mobile layer exposed at seabed 
Medium to poorly sorted, fine to coarse 
sand, carbonate and shell-rich, sparse clay 
and silt laminae, locally with gravel 


Naaldwijk Fm 
- Wormer Mb 
- Velsen Bed 


0 - 17 Unknown Tidal 
Brackish 


Laminated very fine sand and clay with 
detritus and shell fragments; 
Brackish water humic stiff clay with 
juvenile shells 


Nieuwkoop Fm 
- Basal Peat Bed 


0 - 17 Unknown Coast Peat 


Boxtel Fm 
- Singraven Mb 
- Wierden Mb 


2 - 17 Southeast Beak and 
Wind-blown 


Loam, clay, fine to coarse sand and peat; 
Very fine well sorted non-calcareous 
cover sands 


Woudenberg Fm 0 - 16 Uncertain Lake and Fen Peat 


Eem Fm 
- Brown Bank 


Mb 


0 - 16 Total area Lagoonal and 
Lake 


Laminated fine sand, silt and clay; humic 
with plant remains 


Eem Fm 1 - 17 North; in glacial 
basins underneath 
Brown Bank Mb 


Open marine Fine to medium shell-bearing sand 


Boxtel Fm 2 - 17 Southeast Mass waste, 
beak, fen 


Gravel, fine to coarse sand, loam and peat 


Egmond Ground 


(ice-pushed) 


2 - 7 
? 


Ridge in northeast  Open marine Fine calcareous sand with sparse shell 
fragments 


Fm 4.1.1. 
fka Yarmouth 
Roads 
(ice-pushed) 


2 - 7 
? 


Ridge in northeast 
Local occurences 
in the south of the 
area 


Deltaic and 
fluvial 


Fine to coarse river sand 


Table 17. Sequence of lithostratigraphic units in the research area 


- What are the archaeological levels within the lithostratigraphic sequence? 


The table below presents the specified expectation 


 


Formation Member / Bed Archaeological remains From In situ 


Southern Bight Bligh Bank reworked flint and bone artefacts  LPALEO - NEO no 


Naaldwijk Velsen lost objects, dumps LPALEO- MESO yes 


Nieuwkoop Basal Peat lost objects, dumps LPALEO- MESO yes 


Boxtel Fm Singraven camps sites and inhumations; lost 


and dumped objects 


LPALEO- MESO yes 


 Wierden camps sites and inhumations; lost 


and dumped objects 


LPALEO- MESO  


Woudenberg  lost objects, dumps MPALEO yes 
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Formation Member / Bed Archaeological remains From In situ 


Eem Brown Bank camps sites Neanderthals; flint 


artefacts  


MPALEO yes 


  reworked flint and bone artefacts MPALEO no 


Boxtel Fm  camps sites and inhumations; lost 


and dumped objects 


MPALEO yes 


Ice pushed ridge 
Egmond Ground 
Fm & Fm 4.1.1 


Top unit camps sites and inhumations; lost 


and dumped objects 


MPALEO - MESO yes 


Within unit Reworked flint artefacts  LPALEO - MPALEO no 


Table 18. Archaeological levels within the lithostratigraphic units  


 


- Is it possible to define zones for windfarms where the (buried) prehistoric landscape is eroded or 


intact? Are the expected lithostratigraphic boundaries erosive or non-erosive?  


No, the data available does not contain information from which can be deduced if the (buried) 


prehistoric landscape is intact. Well preserved valuable sites however are to be expected in areas 


where the prehistoric landscape is covered by sediments deposited in an environment where erosion 


is limited, such as peat of the Woudenberg Formation and Basal Peat Bed and humic clays of the 


Velsen Bed. A subbottom profiling survey could supply (part of) the information needed to map the 


occurrence of the above-mentioned units and provide with information on the zones where the 


prehistoric landscape is expected to be intact. 


 


- If so, will these zones be affected by the work envisaged? 


Archaeological levels found at shallow depths could be affected by trenching activities within the 


context of cable lay operations, but also anchoring. Deeper lying archaeological levels can be affected 


by the installation of foundations for the wind turbines such as monopiles. After installation scouring 


in the vicinity of those foundations might affect archaeological levels. 


 


Based on the subbottom profiling data a geological framework will provide an insight in the stacked 


sequence of submerged Pleistocene landscapes. The outcome of this geological investigation is used 


to refine the model for the expected archaeological remains (wrecks of ships and planes and 


prehistoric camp sites) in the area. 


 


- Could human activities have led to a disturbance of the seabed and archaeological remains therein? 


Yes. In the past, several wells were drilled for the exploration and production of oil and gas. Pipelines 


and cables were trenched (general up to a few meter below the seabed). Furthermore, fishing 


activities using trawls may have damaged archaeological remains at the seabed surface. 


 


- What is the expected intrinsic quality in terms of rarity, research potential, group value and 


representativeness of the areas with specific archaeological interest? 


With respect to the planes and ship wrecks this question can only be answered when the 


characteristics (type, size, age, inventory, load, etc.) and archaeological value of the objects in the 


area have been determined. In the process of valuation of archaeological sites the physical quality in 


terms of integrity and preservation of those sites shall be assessed first (see answer to question 


below). At this stage 18 ship wrecks and 11 objects are known which could be of archaeological value. 


To date no formal valuation of the sites has been carried out. One known recent ship wreck is not of 
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archaeological value. Additional research is required to obtain further information on the known 


wrecks and objects of potential archaeological interest and trace undiscovered ship wrecks, World 


War II aircraft and maritime objects. 


The intrinsic quality of prehistoric remains is a priori high, because: 


- prehistoric finds (especially in situ finds) are extremely rare in the North Sea area 


(hence: high score on ‘Rarity’); 


- little is known of the humans that occupied the North Sea area in prehistoric times, which 


means that almost any find is likely to contribute in filling the gaps in our knowledge 


(hence: high score on ‘Information value’); 


- Paleolithic and Mesolithic sites onshore often are found in rural areas where archaeological 


levels are exposed. Artefacts are contained in the ploughed top layer and located above 


groundwater level. Because of this the physical quality and the context of the site within the 


landscape is often affected; such contrary to the North Sea area where remains of high 


physical quality can be contained within a continues sequence of stacked landscapes 


(hence: high ‘Context value’). 


 


According to the Dutch archaeological management procedure (Dutch: ‘AMZ Cycle’) subsequent steps 


shall be taken assess the occurrence and value of archaeological in the area. A description and flow 


chart of the AMZ Cycle is included as Appendix 1. The first step, an archaeological desk study, has 


been carried out. The next step is an inventory field research. For the Hollandse Kust West area it is 


advised to carry out a geophysical survey by means of side scan sonar, multibeam echo sounder, 


subbottom profiler and magnetometer and a geotechnical works including borehole sampling and 


cone penetration testing. 


 


- What is the expected physical quality in terms of integrity and preservation of the areas with specific 


archaeological interest? 


The physical quality of prehistoric settlements in the North Sea area is to a large extent dependent on 


the integrity of archaeological levels. The chance that these levels have deteriorated due to erosion 


or human activities is considerable. On the other hand archaeological remains are expected to be 


well-preserved under water. Therefore if the archaeological levels have not been altered by natural 


or human causes, prehistoric settlements of high physical quality are to be expected.  


 


The porous non-calcareous wind-blown cover sands of the Wierden Member do not provide optimum 


conditions for the preservation of organic materials. Onshore the remains of a person buried in 


prehistoric times in cover sand have often vanished completely overtime, leaving little more than a 


dark shadow amid the yellow sand. Remains can be well-preserved (even organic remains) if the site 


submerged below the ground-water level. Within the context of clay (e.g. Brown Bank Member and 


Velsen Bed) or peat (e.g. Woudenberg Formation and Basal peat Bed) both organic and inorganic 


materials are expected to be well-preserved contributing to the physical quality of the remains. 


 


As stated in the answers to previous questions no sites are known in the area yet and additional 


research is needed to refine the model of the expectancy for archaeological remains to occur in the 


area. The refinement of this model of archaeological expectancy includes the context and as such the 


physical quality of the remains expected. 
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5 Summary and recommendations 


The IJVWFZ has a high expectation for the presence of (remains of) ship wrecks and WWII plane wrecks. 


Intact prehistoric landscapes and related in situ remains of Paleolithic and Early Mesolithic camp sites and 


inhumations are expected to have been preserved in places. 


The wind farm zone has not been investigated by detailed geophysical surveys. The area may contain more 


undiscovered shipwrecks or remains of shipwrecks than currently known. 


 


Known objects and shipwrecks 


A total of 37 contacts are known from database sources (table 19). 


Known contacts Archaeological value 


Yes No Unknown 


Wreck 19 - 1 18 


Anchor 3 - - 3 


Obstruction 9 - 1 8 


Wellhead 6 - 6 - 


Total 37 - 1 18 


Table 19. Known objects in the IJVWFZ and first assessment of their potential archaeological value 


Further research is needed to determine the cultural-historical value of the wrecks and objects of potential 


archaeological interest and assess whether undiscovered shipwrecks are present. 


Plane wrecks 


During World War II, many airplanes crashed into the North Sea. Several sources are ambiguous about the 


number of aircraft still missing, but is at least hundreds. Remains are found on a regular base by fishermen 


or during sand extraction. It is quite possible to expect (remains of) plane wrecks within the research area. 


Prehistory 


Remains of in situ prehistoric camp sites are expected within the context of the following lithostratigraphic 


units: 


Boxtel Formation (Middle Paleolithic, Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic) 


Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic camp sites and inhumations can occur in the cover sand dunes and ridges 


(top of Wierden Member and embedded Usselo Bed), and along the valleys of small streams (Singraven 


Member). The covering Basal Peat Bed and Velsen Bed can contain well-preserved lost objects, intentional 


depots and dumps. The Boxtel Formation can also occur at a deeper level, at the base of the Eem 


Formation. Here the formation consists of gravel, sand, loam or peat and can contain in situ Middle 


Paleolithic remains. 


 


Brown Bank Member 


Remains of Neanderthal camp sites can be expected along the shores of fresh water lakes and beaches of 


lagoons which developed at the transition from Eemian to Weichselian. The sediments (clay and sand) are 


part of the Brown Bank Member. Within the peat of the covering Woudenberg Formation well-preserved 


lost objects, intentional depots and dumps can be encountered. 
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Ice-pushed ridge 


The ice-pushed deposits of the Formation 4.1.1. and Egmond Ground Formation can contain reworked flint 


artefacts from Lower and Middle Paleolithic times. At the top of the ice-pushed ridge in situ remains of 


camp sites and inhumations of Neanderthals and Late Paleolithic and Mesolithic hunters and gatherers. 


The ice-pushed ridge pre-dates the above-mentioned Eemian, Weichselian and Early Holocene deposits. 


The archaeological levels of interest are expected under a 2 to 7 meter cover of Holocene deposits in the 


northeastern part of the area. 


 


At this stage little is known about the integrity of the Pleistocene landscape. By means of subbottom 


profiling the occurrence geological units (both horizontal as vertical) and archaeological levels herein can 


be mapped. The character of layer boundaries (erosive or non-erosive) can be interpreted. It is unlikely 


however that archaeological remains of Paleolithic and Mesolithic camp sites can be identified with 


sufficient certainty (based on the geophysical and geotechnical surveys) to impose restrictions on wind 


farm development. At this stage focus should therefore not be put on tracing prehistoric camp sites but on 


a pragmatic employment of geophysical techniques in order to obtain a better insight in (the integrity of) 


the Pleistocene landscape. The insights gained shall be used to a) refine the archaeological expectancy 


model and b) allocate areas with a high expectancy for in situ prehistoric remains. 


 


In accordance with the AMZ cycle it is advised to conduct a field investigation (in Dutch ‘Inventariserend 


veldonderzoek opwaterfase’) in order to test the archaeological predictive model and further specify the 


type, vertical and lateral extent, age, integrity and preservation of ship wrecks, prehistoric landscapes and 


potential archaeological levels. 


 


In general, similar investigations carried out in the past consist of a geophysical survey with side scan 


sonar, magnetometer and subbottom profiler. The resulting data should be assessed after the general 


processing, interpretation and reporting has been performed by the survey contractor. 


 


Based on the processed seismic data the survey contractor will advise on the borehole sample locations to 


acquire the information on soil parameters needed for construction purposes. 


 


The archaeological contractor will advise whether borehole sample analysis is recommended to assess the 


presence and integrity of Pleistocene and Early Holocene landscapes and assess the probability that 


related  in situ prehistoric remains will be affected by the planned activities. If the competent authorities 


decide that an additional research by borehole sample analysis shall be carried out it is advised to consult 


with the archaeological contractor and the RCE to determine the sample locations and sample strategy. 


Previous geotechnical campaigns carried out in the coarse of offshore wind farm development have shown 


that all borehole samples collected for engineering purposes will indeed be used for geotechnical 


purposes. The fitness of the remaining samples for archaeological purposes is limited, because samples are 


disturbed and no full continuous sequence of undisturbed samples is available. It is therefor advised to 


select a number of locations where exclusively for archaeological research high quality borehole samples 


are taken. The archaeological borehole sampling should fit in the program of borehole data acquisition for 


engineering purposes. 


 


The results of the current archaeological assesments will provide a lot of information which can be used 


for archaeological research as part of future activities such as the installation of infield cables. 
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The archaeological assessment of the data shall to be conducted by a geophysical specialist (KNA 


prospector Waterbodems). The data quality from the surveys needs to match the demands for this 


archaeological assessment. To ensure compatibility between the site investigation and the required quality 


for this assessment it is recommended to define a Program of Requirements (In Dutch: ‘Programma van 


Eisen’) in accordance with the ‘KNA’ (the Dutch quality standards for archaeological research), to be 


authorized by the competent authority. 


 


During the installation of the wind turbines and construction of the cables archaeological remains may be 


encountered that were fully covered by sediment or not identified as archaeological remains during the 


geophysical survey. In accordance with the Malta convention incorporated in the Erfgoedwet (2016) it is 


required to report those findings to the competent authority. This notification for archaeological finds 


should be included in the specifications or scope of work. 


 


Based on the various investigations, provisional wind farm lots have been determined. 


 


 


Figure 34. Provisional wind farm lots 
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Glossary and abbreviations 


 


Terminology Description 


AMZ Archeologische Monumenten Zorg 


CPT Cone penetration test 


Ferrous Material which is magnetic or can be magnetized, and well known types are iron and 


nickel 


Holocene Youngest geological epoch (from the last Ice Age, around 10,000 BC. To the present) 


In situ At the original location in the original condition 


KNA Kwaliteitsnorm Nederlandse Archeologie 


Magnetometer Methodology to measure deviations from the earth's magnetic field (caused by the 


presence of ferro-magnetic = ferrous objects) 


Multibeam Acoustic instrument that uses different bundles or beams to measure the depth in 


order to create a detailed topographic model 


NoaA Nationale Onderzoeksagenda Archeologie 


NSPRMF North Sea Prehistory Research and management Framework 


Pleistocene Geological era that began about 2 million years ago. The era of the ice ages but also 


moderately warm periods. The Pleistocene ends with the beginning of the Holocene 


PvE Program of Requirements (Programma van Eisen) 


RCE Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed 


ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle 


Side scan sonar Acoustic instrument that registers the strength of reflections of the seabed. The 


resulting images are similar to a black / white photograph. The technique is used to 


detect objects and to classify the morphology and type of soil 


Current ripples Asymmetrical wave pattern at the seabed caused by currents. The steep sides of the 


ripples are always on the downstream side. 


Subbottom profiler Acoustic system used to create seismic profiles of the sub surface.  


Trenching Construction of a trench for the purpose of burying a cable or pipeline 


Vibrocore A special drilling technique where a core tube is driven by means of vibration energy 
in the seabed. In addition, the core tube is provided with a piston so that the bottom 
material in the core tube remains in place. 
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Appendix 1. Phases of maritime archaeological research 


The Dutch Quality Standard for Archaeology (KNA Waterbodems, version 4.1) describes all procedures and 


requirements for the archaeological research process. Below a brief description of the steps involved: 


 


1. Desk study 
The purpose of a desk study is to collect and report all available historical data, geological information 


and information about disturbances in the past. The result is an archaeological expectation map or 


model. 


The desk study may be expanded with an analysis of sonar and multibeam data, if available.  


 


IF the outcome of the desk study shows that there is a risk of occurrence of archeology, then the next 


phase must be carried out: 


 


2. Exploratory field research (opwaterfase) 
In order to test the archaeological expectation, a geophysical survey is carried out. The type of survey 


depends on the type of expected objects, local geology and expected depth of the objects below the 


seafloor. In practice, the research usually consists of a side scan sonar survey, if necessary, 


supplemented with multibeam echosounder recordings, subbottom profiling and magnetometer 


measurements. The requirements of the survey are based on the desk study and should be included 


in a program of requirements which must be approved by the competent authorities. 


 


IF potential archeological objects are found, then the next phase must be carried out: 


 


3. Exploratory field research (onderwaterfase verkennend) 
The suspected sites are investigated by specialized divers in order to identify the objects. The 


requirements of the underwater research are included in a program of requirements which must be 


approved by the competent authorities. 


 


IF as site is identified as an archaeological object or structure then the next phase must be carried 


out: 


 


4. Appreciative field research (onderwaterfase waarderend) 
The archaeological remains at the site are thoroughly investigated and mapped by a specialized 


archaeological diving team and samples are collected for additional research. Then a decision will be 


made whether the archaeological remains are worth preserving. If the latter is the case, then there 


are two possibilities: either the remains can be preserved in situ (adjustment of plans) or the next 


phase will be conducted: 


 


5. Archaeological excavation 
The archaeological remains are excavated under supervision of a senior maritime archaeologist. All 


remains need to be documented, registered and conserved. The requirements of the underwater 


research are included in a program of requirements which must be approved by the competent 


authorities. 


 


The phases described above contain a number of decision points that are dependent on the detected 


archeological objects. The figure on the next page shows these moments schematically. 
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Schematic overview KNA Waterbodems version 4.1 


(in Dutch) 
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Appendix 2. Archaeological and geological periods and time scale 
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Appendix 3. Listing of all known objects within the research area. 


NCN Type Description Database ETRS89 UTM31N  Arch. 


SR92 Nlhono ARCHIS Easting Northing R95 Exp. 


52 Wreck Iron frame, possible 
wreck,survey 1997 


69 249 - 522011 5839869 0 unkn. 


54 Wreck Distributed remains of 
wreck, survey 1997, 5x3x3m 


71 322 - 519336 5838009 0 unkn. 


993 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2014 


- 634 - 538818 5864893 0 unkn. 


1074 Wreck Fishing vessel Janet (KU-39) - 736 - 538789 5873038 5 unkn. 


1134 Wellhead Wellhead - 821 - 536015 5879402 20 no 


1212 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2012, 42x7x1.9m 


12171 909 - 547794 5880945 1 unkn. 


2070 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2002 


- 2262 - 525851 5831463 0 unkn. 


2094 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2002 


- 2288 - 521298 5840711 0 unkn. 


2130 Wreck Wreck Maria Christina, 
survey 2002 


- 2325 - 541188 5851810 0 unkn. 


2410 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2014 


- 2766 4030781 536247 5849319 1 unkn. 


2431 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2015 


- 2796 - 549061 5884686 1 unkn. 


2472 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2002 


- 2858 - 521664 5838360 0 unkn. 


2552 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2002, Copperwreck 
(MARIAD) 


- 3003 4030465 533582 5851813 1 unkn. 


2553 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2012, 48x8x3.3m 


12170 3004 4030668 539777 5864995 1 unkn. 


2615 Obs. Contact, Man-made 11933 - - 520970 5839275 20 unkn. 


2620 Obs. Steel frame, survey 2001 11935 - - 521724 5839557 20 unkn. 


2621 Obs. Steel frame, survey 2001 11934 - - 521816 5839502 20 unkn. 


2723 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2015 


  3248 - 550137 5868805 1 unkn. 


2724 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2012, 30x6x1.5m 


12172 3249 - 552076 5875522 1 unkn. 


2725 Obs. Foul ground (obstruction)   3250 - 536209 5884528 25 unkn. 


14363 Anchor Anchor, survey 2005 11172 - - 529245 5863645 25 unkn. 


14388 Anchor Anchor with chain, survey 
2006, length 83m 


11197 - - 555902 5868449 25 unkn. 


14417 Anchor Anchor with chain, survey 
2007, length 50m 


11226 - - 556760 5868154 25 unkn. 


15229 Wreck Wreck coaster Olaf, sunk 07-
11-1986, (partly) salvaged, 
101x13x13.1m 


11984 - - 539521 5861584 0 no 


16340 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2013 


- 3869 - 519461 5830539 5 unkn. 


19388 Obs. Obstruction - 4000 - 548339 5881497 25 unkn. 


19475 Obs. Obstruction - 3907 - 519397 5838248 25 unkn. 


19477 Obs. Obstruction - 3908 - 518867 5839615 25 unkn. 


19480 Wellhead Wellhead - 100391 - 529553 5860674 25 no 


19487 Obs. Foul ground (obstruction) - 100544 - 533457 5870571 25 unkn. 


19488 Wellhead Wellhead - 100541 - 529645 5860690 25 no 
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NCN Type Description Database ETRS89 UTM31N  Arch. 


SR92 Nlhono ARCHIS Easting Northing R95 Exp. 


19555 Wellhead Wellhead - 100834 - 536017 5879403 25 no 


19562 Wellhead Wellhead - 100226 - 536198 5879001 25 no 


19651 Wellhead Wellhead - 3905 - 537932 5846061 25 no 


19652 Obs. Pipeline - 329 - 538292 5855686 25 no 


19767 Wreck Unknown wreck, survey 
2015 


- 4043 - 552091 5879120 1 unkn. 


 


NCN: Nationaal Contactnummer Nederland 


Nlhono nr. From the Dutch Hydrographic Service 


R95: Accuracy (in m) for the location 
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Appendix 4. Overview of DINO-boreholes in the research area 
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 UTM 31 ETRS 89  


DINO nr Easting Northing End Depth(m) 


BK170002 535112 5881614 48.50 


BK170003 533456 5873536 1.70 


BK170009 538468 5877205 9.00 


BK170026 537383 5877922 27.10 


BK170122 533465 5872301 0.50 


BK170123 544650 5872392 3.10 


BK180002 550054 5878489 9.40 


BK180004 555654 5881793 10.00 


BK180006 559408 5874833 2.00 


BK180012 549887 5886384 10.00 


BK180061 549909 5879792 4.90 


BK180074 545180 5875800 0.19 


BK180075 545205 5883163 0.22 


BP020002 543827 5865904 1.36 


BP020018 529253 5865845 24.10 


BP020020 539258 5866806 10.00 


BP020021 532797 5863639 10.00 


BP020022 527870 5858391 8.50 


BP020023 539205 5858445 9.00 


BP020028 533469 5870602 30.30 


BP020056 533466 5870598 4.00 


BP020057 533441 5870602 4.00 


BP020058 529538 5860676 1.30 


BP020079 529551 5860653 19.50 


BP020080 529553 5860696 22.00 


BP020081 533451 5870623 20.30 


BP020082 533454 5870580 24.00 


BP020083 533342 5870301 3.80 


BP020084 532537 5868273 3.30 


BP020085 531809 5866413 2.00 


BP020086 531807 5866415 1.70 


BP020087 531076 5864558 2.20 


BP020088 531070 5864560 1.40 


BP020089 531073 5864560 2.50 


BP020090 529976 5861753 1.80 


BP020091 530431 5860191 3.60 


BP020092 532986 5858767 4.40 


BP020093 534306 5858019 3.50 


BP020094 535228 5857508 0.60 


BP020095 539152 5855315 4.00 


BP020096 541076 5854242 3.30 


BP030022 550436 5858463 10.00 


BP030023 550292 5867851 10.00 


BP030034 557808 5868980 2.00 


BP030035 558539 5872071 2.00 


BP030046 548061 5869016 27.70 


BP040002 520483 5847242 9.20 


BP040003 519895 5845776 3.55 


BP040004 521779 5836919 10.00 


BP040005 519326 5835284 10.00 


BP040006 518555 5842062 10.00 


BP040007 519207 5841692 9.40 


BP040008 522243 5840003 10.00 


BP040009 521827 5840251 10.00 


BP040010 521244 5840559 10.00 


BP040011 520679 5840865 10.00 


BP040012 520059 5841171 10.00 


BP040013 522261 5838596 2.33 
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DINO nr Easting Northing End Depth(m) 


BP040035 521587 5835244 0.64 


BP040037 522061 5838025 0.88 


BP040039 521676 5838031 0.63 


BP040040 520856 5838178 0.75 


BP040041 520274 5838034 0.74 


BP040042 521685 5838821 0.74 


BP040044 521272 5836028 0.87 


BP040046 521305 5836065 0.84 


BP040048 521315 5836078 0.74 


BP040053 519335 5838010 4.60 


BP040057 517034 5836930 0.21 


BP040069 519172 5839723 0.29 


BP050002 522646 5837690 3.65 


BP050003 529258 5840259 2.75 


BP050004 528033 5844455 47.50 


BP050005 523536 5842163 1.50 


BP050010 524093 5836940 10.00 


BP050014 523272 5839426 9.00 


BP050015 523163 5839515 10.00 


BP050016 522993 5839608 10.00 


BP050017 522674 5839730 10.00 


BP050018 525102 5838414 10.00 


BP050019 524142 5838965 10.00 


BP050020 523709 5839179 10.00 


BP050067 531790 5836690 0.23 


BP050068 524510 5836648 0.21 


BP070001 519750 5832449 2.16 


BP070002 520181 5832311 2.75 


BP070003 515108 5834511 2.30 


BP070005 518336 5832800 1.50 


BP070008 518530 5833719 4.55 


BP070048 521943 5830720 0.19 


BP070049 521393 5830721 0.25 


BP070050 521297 5830717 0.26 


BP070051 520262 5830722 0.27 


BP070052 519036 5830606 0.31 


BP070053 518453 5830417 0.33 


BP070054 517749 5830710 0.18 


BP070055 518381 5830556 0.18 


BP080004 532673 5834905 3.00 


BP080005 528680 5835162 10.00 


BP080007 522578 5829520 3.20 


BP080072 529039 5830723 0.32 


BP080073 527823 5830618 0.27 


BP080074 527744 5830648 0.27 


BP080075 524872 5830714 0.26 


BP080076 523442 5830541 0.30 


BP080078 523285 5830545 0.30 


BP080080 522944 5830717 0.22 


BP080081 522519 5830716 0.29 
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